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Plaintiff Gretchen Carlson respectfully submits this brief in support of her motion
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56 for summary judgment on Count Two of the
Amended Complaint for a declaratory judgment that Carlson has not waived her right to a jury
trial and that none of her claims are subject to a valid or applicable arbitration agreement.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Defendant Roger Ailes seeks to deprive Plaintiff of her statutory and Constitutional right
to pursue this jury trial action for violation of the New York City Human Rights Law, N.Y.C.
Admin. Code § 8-107 et seq. (Count One of the Amended Complaint), based on his assertion that
the arbitration clause in Ms. Carlson’s employment contract with Fox News Network LLC inures
to his benefit. Ailes has made this assertion both by moving to compel arbitration in this action
and by filing a duplicative petition to compel arbitration in the Southern District of New York,
and therefore there is a justiciable controversy ripe for declaratory judgment.
Summary judgment should be granted declaring that Count One is not subject to
arbitration because the contract itself, written by Fox lawyers, says the opposite.

In the

contract’s first paragraph, Fox specifically identifies the only parties as “Gretchen Carlson
(‘Performer’) and Fox News Network LLC (‘Fox’).” The contract does not define “Fox” to
include any officers and executives such a Roger Ailes, although executive contracts typically
have such inclusive language.
Moreover, the appended “Standard Terms and Conditions” exhibit which contains the
arbitration agreement provides: “This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of Fox’s successors,
assignees, and Affiliates . . . .” That clause refers only to corporate entities and does not state
that the contract or its arbitration clause shall inure to the benefit of Roger Ailes or any other
individual. Employers who want to bind officers, executives, managers, and other employees to
the employment contract or the arbitration clause do so by explicitly including them. Fox
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specifically chose not to do so. Fox’s intent to exclude claims against employees from the scope
of the arbitration clause in the employment contract is made crystal clear by the fact that when
Fox intended to make employees beneficiaries of its contracts, it did so explicitly. Unlike the
employment contract, a proposed Severance Agreement that Fox provided to Carlson following
her termination sought to prevent Carlson from suing “Fox and its divisions, subsidiaries, parents
and all other affiliated corporations, as well as their current and former employees, officers,
directors, . . .” and sought to prevent her from disparaging “Fox, and/or any of its officers and/or
any of its current and/or former employees.” (Emphasis added.) Thus, Fox knows how to bind
its employees to contracts with officers and employees. It chose not to do so in its arbitration
agreement with Carlson (deciding instead to make the arbitration agreement applicable only to
“successors, assignees, and Affiliates”), and therefore it is clear as a matter of law that Ailes is
not a beneficiary of that agreement.
Thus, the plain contract language allows Carlson to sue Ailes in a court rather than a
secret arbitration and likewise gives Defendant Ailes the right to sue Fox employees in a public
court proceeding. It would be grossly inequitable, asymmetrical and contrary to settled law
discussed within to read the contract as requiring Carlson to secretly arbitrate against Ailes, a
non-signatory, while permitting Ailes to publicly sue employees in open court.
Since the contract by its plain and unambiguous terms does not allow Ailes to deprive
Ms. Carlson of her right to our civil justice system, the inquiry should end there and Carlson
should be granted summary judgment declaring that Count One is not subject to arbitration.
However, there are additional legal reasons why Ailes’ argument that Count One is subject to
arbitration fails as a matter of law.
It is significant that Ms. Carlson’s claim of sexual harassment and retaliation is not based
on her contract with Fox.

Her claim under the New York City Human Rights Law is
2
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independent of and not entwined with any claims of breach of contract, nor does she seek any
contractual remedies. All of the cases on which Defendant Ailes relied in both his motion and
his petition to compel Ms. Carlson into a secret arbitration proceeding are readily distinguishable
because they concern plaintiffs whose claims relied on the existence and terms of the contract
containing the arbitration clause and/or alleged that the actual signatory to the contract was
somehow liable. Here, Ms. Carlson asserts no claims of contractual breach, nor does she seek
any relief under the contract. Her New York City Human Rights Law claim against Ailes is
based on an independent duty that he owed to her regardless of any employment contract.
Moreover, Ms. Carlson’s complaint expressly alleges that Ailes acted outside the scope of his
agency, authority and employment and contrary to the interests of Fox News Network, and
instead acted to satisfy his own prurient sexual interests. Under similar circumstances, courts
have held that a non-signatory cannot rely on an agency or estoppel theory.
Additionally, even if the arbitration clause were applicable to Carlson’s claim against
Ailes, which it is not, there can be no genuine dispute that Ailes forfeited any right to enforce it
because, in violation of the Draconian confidentiality clause embedded in Fox’s arbitration
clause, he has materially breached that clause by causing documents and other information about
this matter to be publicly disseminated in an attempt to smear Ms. Carlson. No one in “default”
of an arbitration clause is permitted to compel arbitration under 9 U.S.C. §3.
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH
THERE CAN BE NO GENUINE DISPUTE
A.

AILES ACTED IN HIS PERSONAL CAPACITY AND CONTRARY TO
THE INTERESTS OF FOX NEWS NETWORK WHEN HE RETALIATED
AGAINST PLAINTIFF BECAUSE SHE COMPLAINED OF
DISCRIMINATION AND REBUFFED HIS SEXUAL ADVANCES

Ms. Carlson was employed by Fox News Network as an on-air personality from 2005

3
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through her termination on June 23, 2016. Am. Comp. ¶¶ 8, 25.1 During that time, Ailes was
the Chairman and CEO of Fox News Network. Id. ¶ 3. After Ms. Carlson complained about
sexual harassment and a hostile work environment Ailes, in his personal capacity, engaged in
retaliation.

At the same time, Ailes also retaliated against Carlson because she refused his

sexual advances. See generally Complaint.
The Complaint states that, “[i]n doing these things, Ailes did not act in the interests of
Fox News, but instead pursued a highly personal agenda.” Id. ¶ 15. The Complaint also alleges:
Ailes undertook these discriminatory and retaliatory actions in his individual
capacity and for personal and unlawful purposes. His retaliation against Carlson
was outside the scope of his authority, employment and agency at Fox News,
which has adopted and professes to support anti-discrimination, anti-harassment
and anti-retaliation policies. Id. ¶ 26.
By way of example, in September 2015, Carlson met with Ailes to seek to bring to an end
his retaliatory and discriminatory treatment of her. Id. ¶ 21.

As stated in the Complaint:

“During that meeting in Ailes’ office on September 16, 2015, Ailes stated to Carlson: ‘I think
you and I should have had a sexual relationship a long time ago and then you’d be good and
better and I’d be good and better,’ adding that ‘sometimes problems are easier to solve’ that
way.” Id. ¶ 22. The Complaint further states that, “Prior to and during that meeting, Ailes had
made it clear to Carlson that he had the power to make anything happen for her if she listened to
him and ‘underst[ood] what he was saying.” Id. ¶ 23. “Carlson refused to engage in a sexual
relationship or participate in sexual banter with Ailes so Ailes retaliated.” Id. ¶ 24.
Similarly, Ailes harassed and discriminated against Carlson in his personal capacity for
his own illicit motives, and contrary to the interests of Fox News Network, by, among other
things: asking her to turn around so that he could view her posterior; commenting repeatedly
about Carlson’s legs; making sexual advances by various means, including by stating that if he
1

A copy of the Amended Complaint is submitted herewith as Exhibit 3 to the Certification of
Nancy Erika Smith, Esq., dated July 18, 2016 (“Smith Cert.”).
4
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could choose one person to be stranded with on a desert island, she would be that person; asking
Carlson how she felt about him, followed by: “Do you understand what I’m saying to you?”;
boasting to other attendees (at an event where Carlson walked over to greet him) that he always
stays seated when a woman walks over to him so she has to “bend over” to say hello; and
embarrassing Ms. Carlson by stating to others in her presence that he had “slept” with three
former Miss Americas but not with her. Id. ¶ 20.
The Complaint also states that Ailes, in furtherance of his personal attack on Carlson,
acted contrary to the interests of Fox News Network by, among other things, removing Carlson
from her position as co-host of the “Fox & Friends” morning show notwithstanding that she was
highly popular and that the program had “achieved higher ratings than any other cable news
morning show,” id. ¶ 10; “assigning her fewer of the hard-hitting political interviews that are
coveted by political correspondents (notwithstanding that she had received acclaim for her
political interviews),” id. ¶ 14; and ultimately terminating Carlson on June 23, 2016,
notwithstanding that “Carlson’s show consistently ranked number one among cable news
programs in her time slot and achieved its highest Nielson ratings ever in the final quarter of
2015 and in the first quarter of 2016, with ratings in her final month of June 2016 up 33% in total
viewers year to date,” id. ¶ 18.
B.

CARLSON SUED AILES UNDER THE NEW YORK CITY HUMAN
RIGHTS LAW

On July 6, 2016, Ms. Carlson commenced this action against Ailes in the Superior Court
of New Jersey (where Ailes maintains a residence), asserting a single claim for violations by
Ailes of the New York City Human Rights Law, N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 8-107 et seq. Smith
Cert. Ex. 1. The New York City Human Rights Law makes it an unlawful discriminatory
practice for an employee to discriminate against another employee in the workplace or to
retaliate if another employee complains about unlawful discrimination. N.Y.C. Admin. Code §§
5
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8-107(1)(a), 8-107(7) (emphasis added).
The New York City Human Rights Law provides that the offending employee alone may
be liable under the statute. For example, the statute provides that where an employee engages in
discriminatory conduct, the employer may be liable only in limited circumstances. Id. § 8107(13)(b). Even if one of the conditions for employer liability is met, the plaintiff can still
choose to sue only the perpetrator. Indeed, the statute builds in an additional defense for the
employer. It allows the employer to establish that it had, among other things, policies and
procedures for the prevention and detection of unlawful discrimination as well as meaningful and
responsive procedures for investigating complaints of discrimination, etc. Id. § 8-107(13)(d).
Accordingly, under the New York City Human Rights Law, there are additional hurdles, and
ancillary issues that would need to be litigated, if Ms. Carlson chose to sue her former employer
as opposed to suing the offending employee alone.
C.

AILES, A NON-SIGNATORY, SEEKS TO FORCE THIS ACTION INTO A
SECRET ARBITRATION PROCEEDING

On July 8, 2016, Ailes filed a Notice of Removal of the action to this Court and a motion
to compel arbitration and stay judicial proceedings. See ECF Nos. 1 & 2. After this matter was
given a judicial assignment on July 11, 2016, on July 15, 2016 Ailes purported to “withdraw” his
motion in this Court and simultaneously filed a wholly-duplicative petition to compel arbitration
in the Southern District of New York. See Smith Cert. Ex. 2. Given that Ailes already consented
to venue in this Court with respect to the issue of whether Carlson’s claim against him is subject
to arbitration, on July 18, 2016, Carlson filed an Amended Complaint in this action, adding a
second cause of action for declaratory judgment that her New York City Human Rights Law
claim against Ailes is not subject to arbitration.
Ailes’ efforts to compel this action into secret arbitration are meritless because he is not a
party to any arbitration agreement with Carlson, nor did she ever agree to an arbitration provision
6
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that applies to Ailes. Ailes relies on an arbitration clause that is found in section 7 of the
purported “Standard Terms and Conditions” that were appended to Carlson’s June 19, 2013
employment contract with Fox News Network (the “Employment Contract”).
Nothing in the Employment Contract, the Standard Terms and Conditions, or the
arbitration clause makes the arbitration clause applicable to a claim against Ailes or any other
Fox News officer or employee. To the contrary, the Employment Contract states that the only
“parties” thereto are Carlson and Fox News Network. Smith Cert. Ex. 4 at 1. The Employment
Contract states that it, together with the Standard Terms and Conditions, “will constitute the
understanding between the parties . . . .” Id. (emphasis added). Similarly, section 15.1 of the
Employment Contract is an integration clause stating that “[t]his Agreement constitutes the entire
agreement and understanding between the parties . . . .” Id. § 15.1.
The Employment Contract makes no mention whatsoever of Ailes. He is not even the
corporate representative who signed the Employment Contract on behalf of Fox News Network.
The Employment Contract also does not give any indication that other employees may be
considered parties thereto or have been granted any right to enforce its provisions (or the
provisions of the Standard Terms and Conditions). Rather, the Standard Terms and Conditions,
which contain the arbitration clause, expressly exclude employees from those who may benefit
from it. Section 15 of the Standard Terms and Conditions states: “This Agreement shall inure to
the benefit of Fox’s successors, assignees, and Affiliates. . . . As used in this Agreement, the
term ‘Affiliate’ shall mean any company controlling, controlled by or under common control
with Fox.” Standard Terms and Conditions § 15.1. Officers or employees are not mentioned.
Indeed, when Fox intends to make employees the beneficiaries of its contracts, it does so
explicitly.

Upon Carlson’s termination, Fox presented her with a proposed Severance

Agreement and General Release (“Severance Agreement”). See Smith Cert. Ex. 10. Paragraph
7
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4(a) of the proposed Severance Agreement sought to prevent Carlson from suing “Fox and its
divisions, subsidiaries, parents and all other affiliated corporations, as well as their current and
former employees, officers, directors, . . .” and paragraph 5(d) sought to prevent her from
disparaging “Fox, and/or any of its officers and/or any of its current and/or former employees.”
(Emphasis added.) Unlike Fox’s proposed Severance Agreement, the Employment Contract
does not reference “officers” or “employees”; Fox instead chose to designate as the Employment
Contract’s beneficiaries only “successors, assignees, and Affiliates.”
The Contract’s plain language excludes officers and employees from the intended
beneficiaries, and it would be contrary to the contracting parties’ intent, and wholly unfair, to
permit Ailes, a non-party to the Contract, to benefit from its arbitration clause, while he would be
under no obligation to arbitrate any claim against Carlson or any other Fox employee.
D.

AILES, BY HIS CONDUCT, HAS ACKNOWLEDGED THAT THE
ARBITRATION CLAUSE DOES NOT APPLY TO HIM

The arbitration clause not only provides for arbitration, but it also includes exceptionally
broad confidentiality restrictions. It provides that, “Such arbitration, all filings, evidence and
testimony connected with the arbitration, and all relevant allegations and events leading up to
the arbitration, shall be held in strict confidence. . . . Breach of confidentiality by any party shall
be considered to be a material breach of this Agreement.” Standard Terms and Conditions § 7
(emphasis added). Such a “gag order” would effectively prohibit Carlson from telling anyone
(including the EEOC or the New York City Commission on Human Rights) about the
circumstances of her ordeal, interviewing potential witnesses to support her claim, and restoring
her credibility, in the wake of Ailes’ smear campaign, by presenting irrefutable evidence of
Ailes’ wrongdoing in a public forum.
While Ailes seeks to use the arbitration clause as a shield in this action, there can be no
genuine dispute that, by his conduct Ailes has acknowledged that the arbitration clause does not
8
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apply to him:

he has made or caused to be made repeated public disclosures concerning

Carlson’s claim, which, if the arbitration clause were enforceable and applicable to him, would
violate its confidentiality provision.

For example, within hours after Carlson filed the

Complaint, Ailes issued a press statement disclosing “allegations and events” leading up to
Carlson’s claim by stating, among other things, that her termination purportedly “was due to the
fact that her disappointingly low ratings were dragging down the afternoon lineup.” Smith Cert.
Ex. 5. That assertion is directly contradicted in the Complaint.2 Ailes later publicly released
four handwritten “thank you” notes that Carlson allegedly provided to him over the course of her
eleven-year tenure at Fox News (which, of course, show nothing more than that Carlson was
devoted to, and wanted to keep, her job). Id. Ex. 6. Ailes also released to the press an internal
memorandum that, if authentic, would actually bolster Ms. Carlson’s claim. Id.; see also id. Exs.
7 & 8. By leaking internal documents and making public disclosures concerning this matter -even after demanding arbitration -- Ailes has acknowledged that the arbitration clause (with its
confidentiality restrictions) does not apply to Carlson’s claim against him. To the extent the
arbitration clause does apply, which it does not, Ailes is in material breach of its provisions and
should be estopped from invoking it.3
In addition, Defendant Ailes has threatened Carlson and his lawyers with legal action
claiming that Ms. Carlson and her lawyers are somehow responsible for the statements of other
women about their experiences with Defendant Ailes. The threat is clear in an email sent by
Ailes’ counsel on Saturday July 9, 2016 after Ailes filed his motion demanding arbitration: “Mr.
Ailes has been and will continue to monitor your unlawful conduct in the media and take steps to
2

Fox News issued a sharply different statement, announcing that it is taking the allegations
seriously and has “commenced an internal review of the matter.” Smith Cert. Ex. 5.
3

Any other result would be fundamentally unfair because it would allow Ailes to call Carlson a
liar in public (as he has done), and then recede into the shadows of confidential arbitration to
prevent her from publicly demonstrating that she was telling the truth.
9
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hold you responsible.” Smith Cert. Ex. 9.
POINT I
CARLSON IS ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW THAT AILES
CANNOT MEET THE STANDARD REQUIRED TO COMPEL ARBITRATION
As the Second Circuit has held, it is a “bedrock principle” of arbitration law that:
[A]rbitration is a matter of consent, not coercion. Specifically, arbitration is a
matter of contract, and therefore a party cannot be required to submit to
arbitration any dispute which it has not agreed so to submit. Thus, while the FAA
expresses a strong federal policy in favor of arbitration, the purpose of Congress
in enacting the FAA was to make arbitration agreements as enforceable as other
contracts, but not more so.
Ross v. Am. Express Co., 547 F.3d 137, 142-43 (2d Cir. 2008) (internal quotes and alterations
omitted, emphasis in original) (quoting JLM Indus., Inc. v. Stolt-Nielsen S.A., 387 F.3d 163, 171
(2d Cir. 2004)).
Thus, “[t]he presumption of arbitrability has never been extended to claims by or against
non-signatories.” Devon Robotics v. DeViedma, No. 09-cv-3552, 2012 WL 3627419, at *9 (E.D.
Pa. Aug. 23, 2012) (citing Miron v. BDO Siedman, LLP, 342 F. Supp. 2d 324, 332 (E.D. Pa.
2004)); see also Westmoreland v. Sadoux, 299 F.3d 462, 465 (5th Cir. 2002), rehearing denied,
2002 WL 31049584 (5th Cir. Aug. 26, 2002) (“[The FAA] signifies that we will read the reach
of an arbitration agreement between parties broadly, but that is a different matter from the
question of who may invoke its protections.”); McCarthy v. Azure, 22 F.3d 351, 355 (1st Cir.
1994) (“The federal policy, however, does not extend to situations in which the identity of the
parties who have agreed to arbitrate is unclear.”); Hirsch v. Amper Fin. Servs., LLC, 215 NJ 174,
196, 71 A.3d 849, 861 (N.J. 2013) (“[A]lthough we are sensitive to the preference for resolving
ambiguities in arbitration clauses in favor of compelling arbitration, that preference only applies
when an agreement exists between the parties to arbitrate their disputes.”).
Rather, only in rare circumstances will a non-signatory be permitted to enforce an
10
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arbitration agreement. Devon Robotics, at *9; see also Westmoreland v. Sadoux, 299 F.3d at 465
(“we will allow a nonsignatory to invoke an arbitration agreement only in rare circumstances”).
Under FRCP 56, summary judgment should be granted when, as here, “the movant shows
that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a
matter of law.” In Republic of Iraq v. ABB AG, the Court held: “a court’s primary objective is to
give effect to the intent of the parties as revealed by the language they chose to use and it should
grant summary judgment when the words of the contract convey a definite and precise meaning.”
769 F. Supp. 2d 605, 609 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (internal quotes omitted).
There is no ambiguity here. The intent of the parties is clear and judgment should be
granted as a matter of law declaring that Carlson’s claim against Ailes is not subject to
arbitration. The parties specifically declined to make Ailes a party to the arbitration agreement.
Plaintiff Carlson has not waived her statutory and Constitutional right to sue Defendant Ailes and
to avail herself of the public and fair process provided by our civil justice jury trial system.
POINT II
THE ARBITRATION CLAUSE DOES NOT
APPLY TO CARLSON’S CLAIM AGAINST AILES
A. THE ABITRATION CLAUSE DRAFTED BY FOX LAWYERS
SPECIFICALLY INCLUDES ONLY CORPORATE ENTITIES
The Second Circuit has held that “[a] decision to arbitrate must be consciously made”
because “‘by agreeing to submit disputes to arbitration, a party relinquishes his courtroom rights,
including that to subpoena witnesses, in favor of arbitration with all its well-known advantages
and drawbacks.’” Fuller v. Guthrie, 565 F.2d 259, 261 (2d Cir. 1977) (quoting Parsons &
Whittemore Overseas Co. v. Societe Generale De L’Industrie Du Papier, 508 F.2d 969 (2d Cir.
1974)); see also Westmoreland, 299 F.3d at 465 (“An agreement to arbitrate is a waiver of
valuable rights that are both personal to the parties and important to the open character of our
11
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state and federal judicial systems -- an openness this country has been committed to from its
inception. It is then not surprising that to be enforceable, an arbitration clause must be in writing
and signed by the party invoking it.”).

The contract must therefore evince a “conscious

decision” for the subject claim to be covered by the arbitration clause. Fuller, 565 F.2d at 261.
“[C]ourts should not override the clear intent of the parties, or reach a result inconsistent with the
plain text of the contract, simply because the policy favoring arbitration is implicated.” Norcast,
S.AR.L. v. Castle Harlan, Inc., No. 12 Civ. 4973, 2014 WL 43492, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 6, 2014)
(internal quotes omitted). Moreover, as the Supreme Court of New Jersey has held, where the
plaintiff’s claims “implicate the right to a jury trial . . . [t]hat recognition informs our analysis
given the importance of ensuring that a party has actually waived its right to initiate a claim in
court in favor of submitting to binding arbitration.” Hirsch, 215 N.J. 174, 194 (2013).
Here, Ailes seeks to restrict substantial rights of Carlson by imposing the arbitration
clause and gag order on her claim against him under the New York City Human Rights Law.
Such a restriction on Carlson’s rights should never be imposed absent a “definite and precise”
indication that it was her intent, when she entered into the Employment Contract with Fox News
Network, that such a claim against Ailes would be subject to arbitration. Republic of Iraq, 769
F. Supp. 2d at 609. Allowing Ailes to force this case into a secret arbitration proceeding would
prevent Carlson, a public figure, from presenting her claim in open court against Ailes, also a
public figure, and from having that claim decided by a jury of her peers.4 Indeed, the arbitration

4

In arbitration, the rules of evidence do not apply, the ability to obtain discovery of evidence is
curtailed, the rules of civil procedure do not apply, there is no meaningful appeal, the employee
is required to pay fees of the arbitrators, and the arbitrators do not reflect the diversity of our
nation which would be better represented by a jury of one’s peers. Indeed, it is well-reported
that an infirmity with arbitration is its dominance by Caucasian men. See F. Peter Phillips, It
Remains a White Male Game, International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution, Inc.,
Nov. 27, 2006 (available at http://www.cpradr.org/ About/NewsandArticles/ tabid/265/ID/90/ItRemains-A-White-Male-Game-NLJ.aspx); Caley E. Turner, “Old, White, and Male”:
Increasing Gender Diversity in Arbitration Panels, International Institute for Conflict Prevention
12
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clause not only imposes confidentiality on the arbitration proceeding itself, but also broadly
states that “all relevant allegations and events leading up to the arbitration, shall be held in strict
confidence.” Standard Terms and Conditions § 7. Enforcing that provision would prevent
Carlson from speaking with enforcement agencies or even interviewing potential witnesses to
support her claim and thus undermine the legal framework by which victims of sexual
harassment, discrimination and retaliation can obtain redress from sexual predators and other
wrongdoers.5 It would essentially force her to relive and endure Ailes’ discrimination and
retaliation in secret and allow Ailes -- a national news executive and presumed proponent of a
free press -- to engage in and conceal his deviant and illegal behavior with full immunity from
public scrutiny.6

& Resolution, Inc., Summer 2014 (available at http://www.cpradr.org/About/NewsandArticles/
tabid/
265/ID/884/Old-White-and-Male-Increasing-Gender-Diversity-in-ArbitrationPanels.aspx). Thus, “[t]o enforce a waiver-of-rights provision in this setting [a statutory
discrimination claim], the Court requires some concrete manifestation of the employee’s intent
as reflected in the text of the agreement itself.” Garfinkel v. Morristown Obstetrics &
Gynecology Assocs., P.A., 732 A.2d 665, 672 (N.J. 2001).
5

The United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission issued a policy statement on
July 7, 2016, explaining that mandatory arbitration clauses in employment agreements are a
barrier to achieving equality in the workplace. The EEOC stated:
Mandatory arbitration policies shield many industries and their employment
practices from public scrutiny by requiring individuals to submit their claims to
private arbiters rather than public courts. By taking discrimination claims out of
the public view, forced arbitration can prevent employees from learning about
similar concerns shared by others in their workplace and can impede the
development of the law. It can also weaken an employer’s incentive to
proactively comply with the law, when organizations are not held publically
accountable for violations of ant-discrimination laws.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Advancing Opportunity: A Review of the
Systematic Program of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, July 7, 2016
(available at https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/systemic/review/).
6

Such a provision is particularly unfair because Ailes chose to humiliate Carlson publicly, see,
e.g., Am. Comp. ¶ 20, and has publicly disparaged and threatened her and her counsel following
the commencement of this action, see Smith Cert. Exs. 5-9, yet the arbitration clause would
13
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Application of the arbitration provision also would deprive Carlson of the statutory rights
afforded to her under the New York City Human Rights Law to have the choice to bring the
claim in court. N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 8-502. Indeed, imposing the restrictive and secretive
arbitration procedures on Carlson’s claim against Ailes would be in direct conflict with New
York’s policy against discrimination. As the New York Court of Appeals has held: “The
governmental policy against discrimination enjoys the highest statutory priority, based upon
legislative findings that discrimination “threaten[s] the rights and proper privileges of [the
City’s] inhabitants and menace[s] the institutions and foundation of a free democratic state.”
Beame v. DeLeon, 662 N.E.2d 752, 756 (N.Y. 1995) (quoting N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 8-101).7
Fox lawyers drafted an arbitration clause appended to Ms. Carlson’s latest contract (it
was not included as part of her three prior contracts) which specifically identified the parties who
were bound by its terms. Clearly, Ms. Carlson never waived her substantial rights under the
New York City Human Rights Law based on the language in that clause. The Employment
Contract indicates no “conscious decision” that the arbitration clause covers this claim. Fuller,
565 F.2d at 261. To the contrary, the Employment Contract repeatedly states that the only
“parties” thereto are Carlson and Fox News Network. Employment Contract at 1 & § 15.1. In
effectively prevent Carlson from publicly defending herself and resurrecting her image and
career, which Ailes sought to sabotage.
7

In a string of recent decisions, the Supreme Court of New Jersey has held that an arbitration
clause or other contractual provision that restricts an individual’s ability to pursue a
discrimination claim must be construed strictly and/or is unenforceable. See Garfinkel, 773 A.2d
at 672 (“The Court will not assume that employees intend to waive [rights under antidiscrimination law] unless their agreements so provide in unambiguous terms.”); Atalese v. U.S.
Legal Servs. Group, L.P., 99 A.3d 306, 316 (N.J. 2014) (“the wording of the service agreement
did not clearly and unambiguously signal to plaintiff that she was surrendering her right to
pursue her statutory [anti-discrimination] claims in court”); Rodriguez v. Raymours Furniture
Co., --- A.3d. ---, 2016 WL 3263896, at *11 (N.J. June 15, 2016) (holding that contractual
shortening of anti-discrimination law’s statute of limitation was unenforceable as “contrary to the
public policy expressed in” the statute). These decisions are even more compelling when the
party seeking to enforce the arbitration clause is not a signatory to the agreement or even
mentioned therein.
14
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McCarthy, 22 F.3d at 358-59, the Court held that an integration clause such as the one found in
section 15.1 of the Employment Contract indicates an intent to limit arbitral rights to signatories.
The Employment Contract makes no mention whatsoever of Ailes -- he is not even the
corporate representative who signed the Employment Contract on behalf of Fox News Network.
The Employment Contract also does not give any indication that other employees may be
considered parties thereto or may otherwise enforce its provisions (or the provisions of the
Standard Terms and Conditions).

Rather, the actual language in the Standard Terms and

Conditions excludes employees from provisions of the clause by specifically identifying only the
corporate entities that benefit from the clause. Standard Terms and Conditions § 15.1. This is in
direct contrast to the proposed Severance Agreement, which did include officers and employees
in its provisions. Smith Cert. Ex. 10.
If Fox News Network had intended for officers or employees to benefit from the
arbitration clause, it could have included such a provision in the Employment Contract, just as it
did in the proposed Severance Agreement, but it chose not to do so. See Republic of Iraq, 769 F.
Supp. 2d at 614 (“had the parties intended to extend the right of arbitration, they would not have
drafted an arbitration provision that singled out the ‘Parties’ and omitted any mention
whatsoever of the Republic, as they did”); see also Constantino v. Frechette, 897 N.E.2d 1262,
1266 (Mass. App. Ct. 2008) (“If the nursing home harbored the intention to bring its employees
within the purview of the arbitration provision, it had the duty to clearly inform its patients that
the arbitration provision was intended to inure to the benefit of individual nurses as well. . . .
This was not done in the contract before us, and important rights should not be waived by
implication.”); McCarthy, 22 F.3d at 360 (“A corporation that wishes to bring its agents and
employees into the arbitral tent can do so by writing contracts in general, and arbitration clauses
in particular, in ways that will specify the desired result.”).
15
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The Fifth Circuit’s reasoning in Westmoreland, 299 F.3d at 467, is instructive:
[Defendants] did not negotiate an arbitration agreement regarding their personal
claims and liabilities. This was no small matter. It gave them access to the courts
for any claim they may have had against Westmoreland, subject to the limitation
that they would have had to confront the arbitration agreement if they attempted to
enforce the terms of that agreement.
. . . Directly put, the courts must not offer contracts to arbitrate to parties who failed
to negotiate them before trouble arrives. To do so frustrates the ability of persons to
settle their affairs against a predictable backdrop of legal rules -- the cardinal
prerequisite to all dispute resolution.
Carlson has not sued any party to or beneficiary of the Employment Contract; she has not
sued Fox News Network or any of its successors, assignees or affiliates. Carlson has sued only
the perpetrator of the discriminatory and retaliatory conduct -- the man who demanded sexual
favors from her and marginalized and humiliated her -- Ailes. The New York City Human
Rights Law gives Carlson the right to sue personally and individually the employee who engaged
in the discriminatory and retaliatory conduct and imposes no requirement that Carlson also sue
the employer. Given the language of the Employment Contract, there would have been no basis
for Carlson to have understood that a direct statutory claim against an individual personally for
compensatory and punitive damages would be subject to an arbitration clause in an agreement
that expressly applies only to Fox News Network and its “successors, assignees, and Affiliates.”
Standard Terms and Conditions § 15.1.

See Miness v. Ahuja, 713 F. Supp. 2d 161, 164

(E.D.N.Y. 2010) (“[T]here is nothing in the Miness Employment Agreement that suggests that
the defendants have a right to enforce the contract as third parties.”); see also Di Martino, 2009
WL 27438, at *7 (“The language used -- and, just as important, not used -- in the Arbitration
Clause makes clear that it is meant only to apply to a dispute between [the parties thereto]”).
Thus, the language of the Employment Contract shows as a matter of law that Carlson did
not intend or agree to waive her statutory and Constitutional rights with regard to this claim, nor
was she even put on notice that she would be doing so, by entering into the Contract.
16
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B. AILES DOES NOT FIT WITHIN ANY EXCEPTION THAT WOULD ALLOW
HIM TO ENFORCE THE ARBITRATION CLAUSE AS A NON-SIGNATORY
In addition to the fact that by its clear terms the Employment Contract itself shows that
neither Carlson nor Fox News Network intended for her New York City Human Rights Law
claim against Ailes to be subject to the arbitration clause, it is also clear as a matter of law that
Ailes also does not fit within any exceptions that would allow him to enforce the arbitration
clause as a non-signatory to the Employment Contract.
1.

Carlson’s Claim Does Not Fall Within the Agency Exception Because
She Sued Ailes In His Individual Capacity For a Statutory Tort Claim
that Does Not Derive From or Depend on the Employment Contract

Ailes relies on an “agency” theory to seek to compel arbitration. See ECF No. 2 & Smith
Cert. Ex. 2. Ailes’ pleadings to compel arbitration, however, contain virtually no analysis of the
allegations in this action. Indeed, he does not even assert that the alleged conduct, if true, was
within the scope of his agency at Fox News Network. Instead, by ignoring Carlson’s allegations,
Ailes attempts to advance the sweeping proposition that an executive may always obtain the
benefit of an arbitration provision in a contract between his or her employer and the plaintiff
based on an agency theory. As noted above, that is not the law.
The cases cited by Ailes are distinguishable. Each of them involved claims against the
non-signatory which were premised on contractual rights in the same contract that contained the
arbitration clause and/or the non-signatory’s liability was premised on the misconduct of the
signatory. Those facts are not present here. Where, as here, a plaintiff sues a non-signatory in
his or her individual capacity based on tortious conduct that is entirely independent of the
contract containing the arbitration clause, courts have held that the non-signatory is not entitled
to invoke the arbitration clause. And this should be especially true when, as here, the tortious
conduct violates an important human rights statute designed to protect individuals from
discrimination. See footnote 7 supra.
17
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a.

Neither the Contract nor Fox News Network’s Conduct is at
Issue in Ms. Carlson’s Claim and Therefore Ailes’ Cases are
Plainly Distinguishable

In the Third Circuit decision cited by Ailes, Pritzker v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, Inc., 7 F.3d 1110, 1112 (3d Cir. 1993), the plaintiffs were Trustees of a pension plan that
opened cash management accounts with the brokerage firm Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, Inc. (“MLPF&S”). The Trustees and MLPF&S were parties to a Cash Management
Agreement that contained an arbitration clause. Id. The Trustees’ financial consultant was
Stewart, an employee of MLP&S. Id. MLP&S’s affiliate, Merrill Lynch Asset Management,
Inc. (“MLAM”), also provided advisory services to the Trustees. Id. The Court stated that “the
dispute in this case flows directly from Stewart’s unauthorized purchase of several units of a
limited partnership interest” that the Trustees alleged “were inappropriate for the Accounts” and
“Stewart’s purchases were contrary to the pension plan’s stated investment objectives.” Id. The
Trustees sued MLP&S, Stewart, and MLAM under ERISA. Id. at 1113. The Court held that
Stewart and MLAM, although non-signatories, were entitled to rely on the arbitration clause in
the Cash Management Agreement between the Trustees and MLP&S. Id. at 1121-1122.
In so holding, the Court reasoned that the Trustees’ claims were, in effect, for breach of
the Cash Management Agreement. It stated that: “[I]ndeed, one is left to ponder what purpose
an arbitration clause would serve if it did not encompass claims that the terms of the parties’
agreement had been breached.” Id. at 1115. The Court also reasoned that “MLAM’s interests
are directly related to, if not predicated upon, MLPF&S’s conduct.”

8

Id. at 1122.8

Here,

The two cases that Pritzker relied on also involved claims that were dependent on the contract
containing the arbitration clause. See Arnold v. Arnold Corp., 920 F.2d 1269 (6th Cir. 1990)
(holding that officers and directors could rely on arbitration clause in stock purchase agreement
between company and plaintiff in action against the company and the individual defendants for
federal securities laws violations for fraudulently inducing plaintiff to enter into the agreement);
Letizia v. Prudential Bache Secs., Inc., 802 F.2d 1185, 1188 (9th Cir. 1986) (where plaintiff sued
broker, account executive and supervisor for federal securities violations, holding that non18
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Plaintiff’s claim against Ailes is completely separate from her Employment Contract and based
entirely on her statutory rights.
In the next cases cited by Ailes, Roby v. Corp. of Lloyd’s, 996 F.2d 1353 (2d Cir. 1993),
the non-signatories were not simply employees seeking to rely on the arbitration clause agreed to
by their employer; they were alleged to be “control persons” of certain entities that allegedly
engaged in federal securities violations. There, certain investors (referred to as “Names”) in
Lloyd’s syndicates (the entities that nominally underwrite insurance risk) sued the syndicates, the
Managing Agents that managed the syndicates, the Member Agents who represented the
investors in their dealings with the syndicates, and individual Chairs of the Members and
Managing Agents. The Names asserted causes of action for violations of the federal securities
laws and RICO in connection with their investments in the syndicates. The Names’ claims
against the individual Chairs were based on “controlling person” liability under section 15 of the
Securities Act and section 20 of the Securities Exchange Act. Id. at 1358. The defendants
moved to compel arbitration.
The Court found that all of the defendants were parties to or third-party beneficiaries of a
contract containing an arbitration clause except for the individual Chairs.9 Id. at 1359-60. The
Court held, however, that the individual Chairs also were entitled to rely on the arbitration
clauses in the agreements of the Members and Managing Agents. Id. at 1360. In a misleading
portion of his brief (see ECF No. 2 & Smith Cert. Ex. 2), Ailes selectively quotes from Roby for
signatory account executive and supervisor could rely on arbitration clause in Customer
Agreement between plaintiff and broker because “[a]ll of the individual defendants’ allegedly
wrongful acts related to their handling of [plaintiff’s] securities account,” which was governed
by the Customer Agreement). Indeed, following Letizia, the Ninth Circuit confirmed in Britton
v. Co-op Banking Group, 4 F.3d 742 (9th Cir. 1993), that for an employee to be able to rely on
an arbitration clause agreed to between its employer and the plaintiff, the plaintiff’s claims must
be based on the contract. (See discussion of Britton at page 22 below.)
9

Ailes does not argue that he is a third-party beneficiary of the Employment Contract, nor could
he since the Contract expressly states that it inures only to the benefit of “Fox’s successors,
assignees, and Affiliates” (Standard Terms and Conditions § 15.1), but not officers/employees.
19
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the purported proposition that: “‘Courts in this and other circuits have consistently held that
employees or disclosed agents of an entity that is a party to an arbitration agreement are
protected by that agreement. . .

If it were otherwise, it would be too easy to circumvent the

agreements by naming individuals as defendants instead of the entity Agents themselves.’” See
ECF No. 2 & Smith Cert. Ex. 2 (Ailes’ Mem. at 4) (quoting Roby, 996 F.2d at 1360). The quote
is distorted by the ellipses, which is used to omit key language from the Court’s holding. This
was not an oversight. The language Ailes’ lawyers took out shows that the holding is narrow and
inapplicable to this case. The Court held that the individual Chairs were entitled to rely on the
arbitration clause because:
The complaints against the individual Chairs are completely dependent on the
complaints against the Agents. Whether the individual Chairs are disclosed
agents or controlling persons, their liability arises out of the same misconduct
charged against the Agents. If the scope of the Agents’ agreements includes the
Agents’ misconduct, it necessarily includes the Chairs’ derivative misconduct.
Moreover, we believe that the parties fully intended to protect the individual
Chairs to the extent they are charged with misconduct within the scope of the
agreements. Roby, 996 F.2d at 1360 (emphasis added).
Roby, therefore, does not support Ailes here because the individual non-signatories in that
case were sued together with the signatories on a theory of derivative liability based on alleged
misconduct of the signatories within the scope of the contracts. Here, sexually harassing and
retaliating against Ms. Carlson clearly was not within the scope of Ailes’ official duties.
The Second Circuit’s more recent decision in Ross, 547 F.3d 137, indicates that Roby
should be limited to its facts. In Ross, the Second Circuit noted that where, as here, a “nonsignatory moves to compel arbitration with a signatory, it remains an open question in this
Circuit whether the non-signatory may proceed upon any theory other than estoppel.” Id. at 143
n.3. Ross therefore confirms that the non-signatory Chairs in Roby were permitted to enforce the
arbitration agreements not based on their status as agents of the signatories, but because the
claims against them were premised on the misconduct of the signatories. That is clearly not the
20
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case here. Ms. Carlson has made no claims against the signatory, Fox News Network.
b.

Under Facts Similar to this Case Courts Have Not Permitted
Non-Signatories to Compel Arbitration

Cases in the Third Circuit and elsewhere have held that where, as here, the non-signatory
is sued in his individual capacity and the claims are not based on the contract containing the
arbitration clause or on liability of the signatory, the claims are not subject to arbitration.
For example, in Devon Robotics, 2012 WL 3627419 (E.D. Pa. 2012), a company sued an
officer of the counterparty to certain distribution agreements for breach of fiduciary duty and
tortious interference with contract. The Court held that the officer could not compel arbitration
based on an arbitration agreement between the companies. The Court distinguished Pritzker
because the claims against the officer (DeViedma), “ar[o]se from his independent tortious
conduct for which he [was] personally liable.” Id. at *9 n.7. The Court further held that:
[A]ny fiduciary duty DeViedma owed to Devon is by virtue of his position as COO
and independent of any obligations he may have had under the agreements. At the
heart of Devon’s claim is the contention that DeViedma entered in a fiduciary
relationship with Devon, one that may have been initially prompted by the contracts
with HRSRL but was not intimately founded in or intertwined with any contractual
obligation. Id. at *10 (internal quotes and citation omitted).
The Court also distinguished Pritzker on the additional ground that the plaintiff had
asserted ERISA claims against both the signatory and the non-signatory, and “[g]iven that the
court was compelled to submit the matter to arbitration in regards to the signatory-principal, the
court applied the agency exception to compel arbitration of the same matter in regards to the
non-signatory agent of that principal.” Id. at *9 n.7.
The distinctions relied on in Devon Robotics also apply here. Carlson has sued Ailes for
“independent tortious conduct for which he is personally liable,” which claim does not depend
on the terms or existence of her Employment Contract. Ailes had a statutory and moral duty not
to retaliate against and sexually harass Carlson. That duty was independent of any employment
21
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contract.

Moreover, Carlson has elected to sue Ailes only and not the signatory to her

Employment Contract, Fox News Network, as was her prerogative under the law.
Similarly, in Britton v. Co-Op Banking Group, 4 F.3d 742 (9th Cir. 1993), plaintiffs were
investors in an allegedly fraudulent tax shelter and brought an action under the federal securities
laws against the company that sold the investments and its owner. In connection with their
investments, the plaintiffs had signed a contract with the company defendant that contained an
arbitration clause. Id. at 743. The individual defendant moved to compel arbitration of the
claims against him on the ground, among others, that “he [was] an agent, officer, and employee”
of the company.” Id. at 744.
The Ninth Circuit affirmed the denial of his motion to compel arbitration. It stated that
“[t]he sum and substance” of the allegations against the individual defendant were that he
“attempted to defraud the investors into not pursuing their law suits against the persons who
originally sold the securities under the contract.” Id. at 748. The Court held:
These acts are subsequent, independent acts of fraud, unrelated to any provision
or interpretation of the contract. They simply do not impose any contractual
liability, vicariously or otherwise, upon Liebling. As such, we find that Liebling
has no standing to compel arbitration, even though he was an agent, officer and
employee of GDL during its later months of existence. Id.
Other courts also have declined to permit a non-signatory to enforce an arbitration clause
where the plaintiff’s claim did not depend on the contract containing the arbitration clause. See
Westmoreland, 299 F.3d at 465 (“We have sustained orders compelling persons who have agreed
to arbitrate disputes when the party invoking the clause is a nonsignatory, but only when the
party ordered to arbitrate has agreed to arbitrate disputes arising out of a contract and is suing in
reliance upon that contract.”); Constantino, 897 N.E.2d at 1267 (“Merely asserting that all
agents, when acting within the scope of their agency, are entitled to benefit from the arbitration
clauses -- and only the arbitration clauses -- negotiated by their principals requires an extension
22
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of the law of contracts and agency relationships, which we decline to do.”); see also Di Martino,
2009 WL 27438, at *7 (holding that beneficiary of employee benefits plan could not compel the
plan’s advisory board members to arbitrate her claims for breach of fiduciary duty, even
assuming that the board members were also parties to the plan containing the arbitration clause,
because the plaintiff was “not asserting claims against petitioners in their representative capacity
to obtain her benefits under the Plan” but rather she was “seeking damages from petitioners
personally and individually, including punitive damages”).
The First Circuit’s decision in McCarthy is particularly instructive. In McCarthy, the
plaintiff agreed to sell certain stock to the defendant, Azure, and plaintiff entered into a Purchase
Agreement and a Confidentiality Agreement with a company (Theta II) that Azure had formed to
serve as the vehicle for the planned purchase. 22 F.3d at 353. Azure signed the agreements on
behalf of Theta II. Id. Both agreements contained an arbitration clause. Id. Pursuant to the
transaction, McCarthy was to be employed by Theta II and given stock options. Id. at 354. Soon
after the closing, however, Azure terminated McCarthy’s employment and he was never given
any ownership interest in Theta II, and Azure merged Theta II into a new company and began
selling shares to the public. Id. The plaintiff sued Azure, Theta II, and the newly-created
company for breach of an employment contract, wrongful discharge, fraud, misrepresentation,
emotional distress, unfair trade practice and racketeering. Id. at 361. Azure and the companies
moved to compel arbitration, but the motion was granted only as to Theta II, the party to the
arbitration agreements. On Azure’s appeal, the First Circuit affirmed that Azure did not have a
right to enforce the arbitration agreements.
The First Circuit addressed many of the same cases cited by Ailes and recognized the
important distinction of suing the non-signatory in an individual capacity versus an official
capacity:
23
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For present purposes, we regard the distinction between Azure, in his personal
capacity, and Azure, in his representative capacity, as possessing decretory
significance. Not coincidentally, in each of the four cases relied on by appellant the
court confronted a situation in which the claim asserted related to actions
undertaken by a corporate representative in his or her official, rather than personal,
capacity; and each of the courts based its holding on this circumstance. See Roby,
996 F.2d at 1360 (concluding that the “complaints against the individual Chairs are
completely dependent on the complaints against the [principals] . . . [and] arise[ ]
out of the same misconduct charged against the [principals]”); Arnold, 920 F.2d at
1282 (similar); see also Pritzker, 7 F.3d at 1114 (reciting facts demonstrating that
the nonsignatory was being sued for acts within the scope of her role as an agent of
the signatory corporation); Letizia, 802 F.2d at 1188 (finding that all the individual
defendants' allegedly wrongful acts related to their employment responsibilities).
Here, in contradistinction, plaintiff asserts claims against Azure in his personal,
rather than his corporate, capacity. This is no mere semantic quibble. An official
capacity suit is, in essence, another way of pleading an action against an entity of
which an officer is an agent. Consequently, such a suit is, in all respects other than
name, to be treated as a suit against the entity. By contrast, personal capacity suits
proceed against the individual, not against the entity with which the individual is
affiliated.
In the corporate context, personal capacity actions can take several forms, including
by way of illustration claims alleging ultra vires conduct; tort suits in which a
corporate officer or agent, though operating within the scope of corporate
authorization, through his or her own fault injures another to whom he or she owes
a personal duty; and, of more immediate applicability, suits alleging that a person
affiliated with a corporation created or manipulated it as part of a larger (fraudulent)
scheme.
It is, therefore, apparent that drawing a distinction between individual capacity and
representative capacity claims is to draw a distinction that portends a meaningful
legal difference. Indeed, the distinction between claims aimed at a defendant in his
individual as opposed to representative capacity can be found across the law. . . .
The ubiquity of the distinction is a reflection of the reality that individuals in our
complex society frequently act on behalf of other parties -- a reality that often
makes it unfair to credit or blame the actor, individually, for such acts. At the same
time, the law strikes a wise balance by refusing automatically to saddle a principal
with total responsibility for a representative’s conduct, come what may, and by
declining mechanically to limit an injured party’s recourse to the principal alone,
regardless of the circumstances. Id. at 359-60 (footnotes and citations omitted).
Carlson’s claim against Ailes falls within the line of cases of McCarthy, 22 F.3d 351,
Devon Robotics, 2012 WL 3627419, Britton, 4 F.3d 742; Westmoreland, 299 F.3d 462, and
Constantino, 897 N.E.2d 1262, and is far afield from the cases cited by Ailes in his motion to
24
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compel arbitration. Ailes “is comparing apples to oranges.” McCarthy, 22 F.3d at 357. Carlson
sued Ailes in his individual capacity, not in his official capacity, for discrimination and
retaliation that, as alleged in the Amended Complaint, he committed alone, outside the scope of
his agency, to further his own personal illicit agenda, and contrary to the professed policies of
Fox News Network. Am. Comp. ¶¶ 15, 26. Indeed, Ailes have never alleged that the conduct of
which Carlson complains would fall within the scope of his agency as Chairman and CEO of Fox
News Network. The New York City Human Rights Law expressly provides for a claim against
an employee without the need to name the employer. Moreover, Carlson’s claim does not rely in
any way on any terms of the Employment Contract or even the existence of the Employment
Contract. She would have a claim against Ailes under the New York City Human Rights Law
even if the employment relationship had been at-will. The Employment Contract’s language
itself also indicates an intent to exclude employees from coverage under the arbitration clause.
Under these circumstances, Carlson is entitled to a declaratory judgment that Ailes is not
entitled to enforce the arbitration clause as a non-signatory.10

10

The other cases cited by Ailes are distinguishable for the same reasons recognized in
McCarthy and Devon Robotics -- namely, the plaintiffs sued the non-signatories for claims that
were premised on the existence of the contract containing the arbitration clause and/or based on
their involvement in alleged wrongdoing by the corporate signatory. See Tracinda Corp. v.
DaimlerChrysler AG, 502 F.3d 212, 222 (3d Cir. 2007) (plaintiff did not dispute that the
executives were acting as agents for the corporation); Marcus v. Frome, 275 F. Supp. 2d 496,
505 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (holding that “[t]he claims against [the CEO], in this case, are based on the
conduct of [the corporation], and because [the corporation] would be entitled to seek arbitration
under the Purchase Agreement, [the CEO], as an employee of [the corporation], is also entitled to
seek arbitration under the Agreement”); Bleumer v. Parkway Ins. Co., 649 A.2d 913, 931 (N.J.
Super. Ct. Law Div. 1994) (decided under the FAA) (holding that non-signatory parent company
and officer were entitled to enforce arbitration provision because CEPA only imposes liability on
those who “act[] directly or indirectly on behalf of or in the interest of an employer with the
employer’s consent” and therefore plaintiff “must demonstrate [that non-signatories] acted in a
representative capacity for” his employer); Hirschfeld Prods, Inc. v. Mirvish, 630 N.Y.S.2d 726,
727-28 (N.Y. App. Div. 1995), aff’d, 88 N.Y.2d 1054 (N.Y. 1996) (decided under the FAA)
(holding that the plaintiff’s claims, although labeled as “torts,” were in fact contract claims
because “[t]he acts alleged in the complaint to compromise willful, malicious and wanton
conduct do not represent the breach of a legal duty independent of the contract itself, arising
25
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c.

There Is No Policy Reason to Permit Ailes to Enforce the
Arbitration Clause

Ailes also makes a policy argument based on his claim that Carlson employed a “tactical
strategy” to sue Ailes and not Fox News Network to avoid arbitration. See ECF No. 2 & Smith
Cert. Ex. 2 (Ailes’ Mem. at 3). Ailes’ policy argument does not hold water.
As a preliminary matter, Carlson had a statutory right and legitimate reasons to sue Ailes
alone, thereby invoking a remedy expressly contemplated under the New York City Human
Rights Law. As the Complaint alleges, Ailes alone made sexual advances to Carlson and
retaliated against her for refusing them. Moreover, the Human Rights Law imposes additional
limitations and hurdles to suing an employer based on conduct of an employee that are not
implicated in an action against the employee alone. See N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 8-107(13).
Indeed, Carlson alleges that Fox News “has adopted and professes to support anti-discrimination,
anti-harassment and anti-retaliation policies.” Am. Comp. ¶ 26. Additionally, the Employment
Contract by its express terms does not apply to officers or employees, and therefore the Contract
contemplated court actions against individuals such as Ailes.
The Court in McCarthy addressed and rejected the same policy argument made by Ailes.
McCarthy, 22 F.3d at 360.

The Court held “that policy considerations, placed in proper

perspective, tilt in the opposite direction.” Id. First, the Court held that “the best preventative is
to act before, rather than after, the fact”; in other words, to draft the arbitration clause to include
employees. Id. (emphasis in original). Second, the Court held that “whether a claim properly
lies against a party in his individual capacity or in his official capacity is ultimately a function of
the facts, not of pleading techniques alone.” Id. Here, there is no question that Carlson’s claim
against Ailes for sexual harassment and retaliation is properly asserted against him in his

from circumstances extraneous to, and not constituting elements of, the contract” (internal quotes
omitted)).
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individual capacity. Third, the Court held that “we are doubtful that the incentive to plead
deceitfully exists at all” because “an agent is not ordinarily liable for his principal’s breach of
contract” and thus “manipulating the reality of events in order to bring suit against the agent
holds only marginal promise of financial reward.” Id. at 360-61.
Finally, the Court held that “most important from a policy standpoint,” permitting a nonsignatory sued in his or her individual capacity to enforce an arbitration clause “would introduce
a troubling asymmetry into the law” because “the agent, though he could not be compelled to
arbitrate, nonetheless could compel the claimant to submit to arbitration.” Id. at *361 (“In other
words, an agent for a disclosed principal would enjoy the benefits of the principal’s arbitral
agreement, but would shoulder none of the corresponding burdens.”). Indeed, imposing such a
“troubling asymmetry” is precisely what Ailes seeks to do here. He seeks to force Ms. Carlson
to pursue her statutory discrimination claim against him in a secret arbitral chamber solely
because a contract to which he is not a party contains an arbitration clause, yet if he brought a
similar tort action against Ms. Carlson, he would not be constrained by any arbitration clause.
The public policy considerations are even more compelling given that constitutional and
statutory rights are involved. See Beame, 662 N.E.2d at 756; footnote 5 supra. Public policy
strongly cuts against imposing the arbitration clause on Carlson’s claim against Ailes.
2.

Carlson’s Claim Against Ailes Also Does Not Fall Within the Estoppel
Exception Because It Does Not Rely On the Existence of the
Employment Contract

Although Ailes does not expressly rely on an estoppel theory in his pleadings to compel
arbitration, for the avoidance of doubt we briefly address it here.
The law is clear that Carlson’s claim against Ailes does not fall within the estoppel
exception. For estoppel to apply, “the party seeking to compel arbitration must demonstrate that
the party seeking to avoid arbitration relies on the terms of the agreement containing the
27
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arbitration provision in pursuing its claim.” Norcast S.AR.L., 2014 WL 43492, at *6 (internal
quotes omitted); Ross, 547 F.3d at 143 (holding that the “‘issues the non-signatory is seeking to
resolve in arbitration’” must be “‘intertwined with the agreement that the estopped party has
signed’” (quoting JLM Indus., 387 F.3d at 177)). Thus, “[t]he essential question [for estoppel] is
whether Plaintiffs would have an independent right to recover against the non-signatory
Defendants even if the contract containing the arbitration clause were void.” Miron, 342 F.
Supp. 2d at 333-34 (estoppel did not apply because, “[w]ere this Court to find the BDO
Agreement void, invalid, or unenforceable, Plaintiffs would still have valid causes of action
against the Deutsche Bank Defendants grounded in both common law and statutory remedies”).
Here, Carlson’s New York City Human Rights Law claim does not rely on, and is not
intertwined with, any terms of her Employment Contract. Carlson is not suing for breach of any
provision of her Employment Contract, nor is she seeking any relief under her Employment
Contract. Carlson’s Complaint does not even mention any terms of her Employment Contract.
Moreover, her claim under the New York City Human Rights Law does not depend on the
existence of her Employment Contract. Indeed, Carlson could assert her claim under the New
York City Human Rights Law whether or not she had a written employment contract.
Thus, Carlson’s “claims do not ‘rel[y] on the terms’ of the [Employment Contract], such
that [she] is estopped from denying the applicability of the Agreement’s arbitration clause.”
Norcast S.AR.L., 2014 WL 43492, at *6 (quoting Oxbow Calcining USA Inc. v. Am. Indus.
Partners, 948 N.Y.S.2d 24, 29 (1st Dep’t 2012)).
POINT III
EVEN IF THE ARBITRATION CLAUSE APPLIED TO CARLSON’S CLAIM
AGAINST AILES, WHICH IT DOES NOT, AILES SHOULD BE ESTOPPED
FROM INVOKING BECAUSE THERE CAN BE NO GENUINE DISPUTE THAT
HE IS IN MATERIAL BREACH OF ITS PROVISIONS
Under section 3 of the FAA, on which Ailes relies to seek to compel arbitration, a party is
28
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entitled to a stay of a court action in favor of arbitration only “providing the applicant for the stay
is not in default in proceeding with such arbitration.” 9 U.S.C. § 3; see also Council of W. Elec.
Tech. Employees v. W. Elec. Co., 238 F.2d 892, 895-96 (2d Cir. 1956) (holding that defendant
forfeited its right to arbitration under section 3 of the FAA).11 Here, if the arbitration clause
applied to Carlson’s claim against Ailes, which it does not, Ailes is in material breach of the
clause because he has publicly disclosed documents and information about this matter and
launched his army of friends and business associates to make statements and appearances in the
press designed to smear Ms. Carlson and disparage her claims in violation of the arbitration
clause’s confidentiality restrictions. At the same time, Ailes has threatened Plaintiff’s counsel
with legal action. (Smith Cert. Ex. 9). The law does not allow Ailes to attempt to use the
arbitration clause as a shield while publicly attacking Ms. Carlson in breach of its provisions.
Intertwined within the arbitration clause in section 7 of the Standard Terms and
Conditions are confidentiality restrictions, including that “all relevant allegations and events
leading up to the arbitration, shall be held in strict confidence.” The arbitration clause further
states that: “Breach of confidentiality by any party shall be considered to be a material breach of
this Agreement.” Standard Terms and Conditions § 7. If the arbitration clause applies to
Carlson’s claim, Ailes has willfully breached this confidentiality provision, constituting a
“material breach” of the arbitration clause by its very terms. On a continuous basis from the
moment Ms. Carlson commenced this action and even after Ailes filed this motion to compel
arbitration, Ailes has been disseminating to the press documents and misinformation that clearly
involve “allegations and events” concerning this matter. He has disclosed, among other things:
information concerning alleged audience ratings relating to Ms. Carlson (Smith Cert. Exs. 5 &
8); copies of handwritten thank you notes that Ms. Carlson allegedly provided to him during the
11

Whether there is a default or waiver of the right to arbitrate is an issue for the court. Karnette
v. Wolpoff & Abramson, LLP, 444 F. Supp. 2d 640, 644 (E.D. Va. 2006).
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course of her eleven-year career at Fox News (id. Ex. 6); and an internal memo that he
supposedly wrote to a colleague in September 2015 concerning Ms. Carlson (id. Ex. 6). Forcing
Ms. Carlson into arbitration now would certainly prejudice her, because it would effectively
prevent her from publicly defending herself and responding to Ailes’ public smear campaign -- a
tactic he is reputed to have mastered over the years. Thus, even if the arbitration clause applied
to Carlson’s claim against Ailes, which it does not, he has forfeited any right to enforce it by
reason of having materially breached its provisions.12
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, summary judgment should be granted declaring that
Carlson did not waive her right to a jury trial on Count One of the Amended Complaint and
Count One is not subject to arbitration.13
Respectfully submitted,
SMITH MULLIN, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiff Gretchen Carlson

Dated: July 18, 2016

By: /s/ Nancy Erika Smith
NANCY ERIKA SMITH

12

Ailes’ claim that Carlson breached the arbitration agreement by filing this action would not
give him a basis to breach its provisions in response. “Under settled election-of-remedies
principles, when one party to a contract feels that the other contracting party has materially
breached its agreement, the non-breaching party may either stop performance and assume the
contract is voided, or it may continue its performance and sue for damages,” but “under no
circumstances may the non-breaching party stop its own performance while continuing to take
advantage of the contract’s benefits.” Lafarge Bldg. Materials, Inc. v. Pozament Corp., 28 Misc.
3d 1228(A), 2010 WL 3398537, at *8 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Aug. 24, 2010) (emphasis added). Since
Ailes has “stop[ped] [his] own performance” under the arbitration clause, he is not entitled “to
take advantage of the [arbitration clause’s] benefits.” Id.
13

If the Court believes there are issues of material fact that need to be resolved with regard to
this motion, then Plaintiff asserts her right to a jury trial under 9 U.S.C. § 4.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY
______________________________x
GRETCHEN CARLSON,
: Document Electronically Filed
:
Plaintiff,
:
Civil Action No. 2:16-cv-04138-JLL-JAD
:
:
v.
:
:
ROGER AILES,
: CERTIFICATION OF
: NANCY ERIKA SMITH, ESQ.
Defendant.
:
______________________________x
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C.A. § 1746, I, Nancy Erika Smith, Certify:
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1.

I am a partner with the law firm Smith Mullin, P.C.co-counsel for plaintiff,

Gretchen Carlson (“Ms. Carlson”), in the above-captioned matter. As such I am fully familiar
with the facts set forth herein. I submit this Certification in support of Plaintiff’s motion,
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, for summary judgment on Count Two of the
Amended Complaint for a declaratory judgment that Carlson has not waived her right to a jury
trial and that Plaintiff Carlson’s claims are not subject to a valid or applicable arbitration
agreement.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of Ms. Carlson’s original

Complaint, which was filed on July 6, 2016 in the Superior Court of New Jersey, Bergen County
where Defendant Roger Ailes has maintained a residence for many years.
3.

Two days later, on July 8, 2016, Ailes filed a Notice of Removal to this Court.

4.

Further invoking the juridiction of this Court, Defendant Ailes also filed a motion

to compel arbitration. See ECF No. 2.
5.

Four days after this matter was given a judicial assignment, on July 15, 2016, just

as Carlson’s opposition to the motion to compel arbitration were coming due, Ailes purported to
“withdraw” his motion in this Court and simultaneously filed a wholly-duplicative petition to
compel arbitration in the Southern District of New York. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 are true
and correct copies of Ailes’ Petition to Compel Arbitration and Memorandum of Law in Support
of His Petition to Compel Arbitration in the Southern District of New York.
6.

The same day, Carlson filed in this Court her opposition to Ailes’ motion to

compel arbitration. See ECF No. 10.

2
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7.

Given that Ailes already invoked the jurisdiction of this Court and consented to

venue in this District for the dispute over whether Carlson’s New York City Human Rights Law
claim against Ailes is subject to arbitration, and given that his attempt to judge-shop by filing a
duplicative petition in the Southern District of New York was wholly improper, on July 18,
2016, Carlson filed an Amended Complaint, adding a second cause of action for a declaratory
judgment that she did not waive her right to a jury trial on her New York City Human Rights
Law claim against Ailes (Count One) and that the claim is not subject to arbitration. Attached
hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Amended Complaint.
8.

A copy of an excerpt of Ms. Carlson’s Employment Contract with Fox News

Network, together with an excerpt of the “Standard Terms and Conditions” contained in Exhibit
A to the Employment Contract, was submitted as an exhibit to the Certification of Ailes’ counsel
in support of Ailes‘ motion to compel arbitration (ECF No. 2-2). A true and correct copy of
relevant excerpts from the Employment Contract and Standard Terms and Conditions is also
annexed hereto as Exhibit 4.
9.

The arbitration clause at issue is contained in section 7 of the Standard Terms and

Conditions and includes confidentiality restrictions providing that: “Such arbitration, all filings,
evidence and testimony connected with the arbitration, and all relevant allegations and events
leading to the arbitration, shall be held in strict confidence. . . . Breach of confidentiality by any
party shall be considered to be a material breach of this Agreement.”
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of an article, dated July 6,

2016, from the publication Deadline ǀ Hollywood, titled Roger Ailes: Gretchen Carlson Lawsuit
“Retaliation” for “Network’s Decision Not To Renew Her Contract,” which shows that, on the
3
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same day Ms. Carlson filed this action, Ailes issued a press statement disseminating negative and
derogatory information about Ms. Carlson, which information is directly contradicted by the
factual allegations in the Complaint.
11.

The article shows that Mr. Ailes’ press statement was in sharp contrast to the

press statement from 21st Century Fox (the parent of Fox News), stating that it “take[s] these
matters seriously” and has “commenced an internal review of the matter.” See Ex. 5.
12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of an article, dated July 9,

2016, from the publication Daily Mail, titled Former Model alleges Roger Ailes took out his
genitals and told her to perform oral sex as SIX women come forward with harassment claims in
wake of Gretchen Carlson suit. The article shows that Ailes disseminated to the press, or caused
to be disseminated, copies of four handwritten notes that Ms. Carlson wrote to Ailes during the
course of her eleven-year tenure at Fox News. Ex. 6 at ¶¶ 6-8. Ailes apparently believes these
letters somehow undercut Ms. Carlson’s claims, when really they show nothing more than that
Ms. Carlson was devoted to, and wanted to keep, her job.
13.

The article also indicates that Ailes disseminated to the press, or caused to be

disseminated, a copy of a Memorandum, dated September 23, 2015, that Ailes supposedly wrote
to one of his colleagues regarding Ms. Carlson. Ex. 6 at ¶ 6. This memorandum, if authentic,
actually bolsters Ms. Carlson’s claim, but, in all events, Ailes’ disclosure of it to the press
following Ms. Carlson’s commencement of this action clearly would constitute a violation of the
arbitration clause (to the extent that clause applied to Ms. Carlson’s claim, which it does not).
14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is another article from Deadline ǀ Hollywood, titled

Fox News Chief Roger Ailes Polishing Spin Amid Dizzying Harassment Allegations, dated July
4
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13, 2016, which comments on the “spin mastery” of Mr. Ailes and the manner in which he is
“connecting female network talent anxious to tell their pro-Ailes testimonials with scoop-hungry
media outlets.” The article astutely notes that his media campaign “supplements his attempt to
keep former FNC host Carlson’s lawsuit out of the public glare of a courtroom and instead in the
private chambers of an arbitrator, claiming the lawsuit filed last week is a breach of her
contract.” Ex. 7 at ¶ 1.
15.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is an article from the publication RawStory, titled

‘Are you wearing any panties? I wish you weren’t’: Allegations pile up against Fox Boss Roger
Ailes, dated July 13, 2016, showing that Ailes caused another statement to be issued to the press
again disparaging Ms. Carlson and commenting on internal matters relating to her claim.
16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and accurate copy of an email from

defendant Ailes’ lawyers threatening plaintiff Carlson and her counsel sent on Saturday, July 9,
2016, at the same time Ailes was releasing to the press documents and statements about the
evidence and unleashing his army of employees to disparage plaintiff and praise him. Also
attached is our reply.
17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts of a

proposed Severance Agreement and General Release that Fox presented to Carlson upon her
termination.
I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. I am aware that if any of the
foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment.
Executed on July 18, 2016, in Montclair, New Jersey.

5
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/s/ Nancy Erika Smith
NANCY ERIKA SMITH
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LTNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ROGER AILES,
No.

Petitioner

ECF Case

V

GRETCHEN CARLSON,
Respondent.

PETITION TO COMPEL ARBITRATION PURSUANT
TO SECTION 4 OF THE FEDERAL ARBITRATION ACT
Petitioner Roger Ailes ("Petitioner" or "Mr. Ailes"), by and through his attorneys, Epstein

Becker & Green, P.C., brings this Petition pursuant to Section 4 of the Federal Arbitration Act, 9

U.S.C, $

4

(the "Petition"),

to compel the arbitration of the employment-related claims of

Respondent Gretchen Carlson ("Respondent"

or

'oMs. Carlson")

in

accordance

with

the

arbitration provision in her multi-million dollar Employment Agreement (the "Agreement') with
Fox News Network, LLC ("Fox News"). For his Petition, Mr. Ailes alleges as follows:

INTRODUCTION

1.

Although Ms. Carlson's litigation against Mr. Ailes, Fox News' Chairman and

Chief Executive Offîcer, began just nine days ago when she filed a Complaint against him in the
Superior Court of New Jersey (the "Complaint"), this case already has a complicated procedural
background because: (a) Ms. Carlson's lead counsel, a New Jersey attorney, fìled the Complaint

in New Jersey even though Ms. Carlson is a Greenwich, Connecticut resident, all of the alleged
events in her pleading occurred at her place of employment in New York City, Mr. Ailes's

primary residence is in New York, and she claimed no violation of New Jersey law; (b) Ms.
Carlson sought to avoid arbitration of her claims by not making any claims against Fox News

FIRM:37696713v1
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and suing only Mr. Ailes, but in the process disregarded the well-established law in the Second
and Third Circuits holding that her claims against Mr. Ailes must be arbitrated as well; and (c)

Ms. Carlson and her counsel

-

without any pre-suit communication with Mr. Ailes

-

simultaneously commenced a carefully orchestrated, negative publicity attack against Mr. Ailes
in the media, which blatantly violated Ms. Carlson's Agreement.

2,

Since July 6, 2016, the efforts

of Ms. Carlson, her counsel, and her public

relations team have spawned a myriad of stories about this case in the media, on-line and on
television, including articles in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington

Post, and The New York Døily News, among many others. In so doing, Ms. Carlson's lead
counsel has made statements going well beyond the ambit of what might be protected by the

litigation privilege. Ms. Carlson and her attorneys even posed for pictures in a front-page story

in

The New York Times where they again blasted

Mr. Ailes. There is no legitimate reason for

Ms. Carlson's strategy, particularly in light of the confidentiality provision in her Agreement.
Rather, the goal of Ms. Carlson's entire campaign is obvious: besmirch Mr. Ailes's reputation so
that he will pay her an exorbitant settlement.

THE ARBITRATION AGREEMENT AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

3.

The arbitration provision in Ms. Carlson's Agreement states as follows:

Any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or relating to this
Agreement or Performer's [Ms. Carlson's] employment shall be
brought before a mutually selected three-member arbitration panel
and held in New York City in accordance with the rules of the
American Arbitration Association f'AAA'l then in effect, ... Such
arbitration, all filings, evidence and testimony connected with the
arbitration, and all relevant allegations and events leading up to the
arbitration, shall be held in strict confidence. [,See excerpts of
Agreement attached as Exhibit A]

4.

Completely disregarding this arbitration provision in her Agreement, Ms. Carlson

hled her Complaint, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit B, in the Superior Court of New

F'IRM:37696713v I
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Jersey, Bergen County, no-t claiming that Mr. Ailes violated any New Jersey law, but alleging

that he violated the New York City Human Rights Law, N.Y.C. Adm. Code $ 8-107 (the

"NYCHRL"), which applies only

to

alleged discriminatory actions occurring

in the five

boroughs of New York City.

5.

Ms. Carlson did not name Fox News as a defendant in her Complaint, but named

only Mr. Ailes, who her Complaint acknowledges is Fox News' "Chairman and CEO."

(See

Exhibit B at fl 3). By naming only Mr. Ailes, Ms. Carlson obviously hoped to circumvent thç
arbitration provision in her Agreement

-

which requires the proceedings, filings, evidence and

"all relevant allegations and events leading up to the arbitration" to be held in strict confidence
so that she could carry out her public attack on Mr.

Ailes. Under

-

Second Circuit and Third

Circuit law, however, and as addressed in the accompanying Memorandum of Law, courts have

uniformly held that an employee such as Ms. Carlson cannot evade an agreed-to arbitration
clause in a contract with her employer by suing only an individual corporate officer in court,

6,

Since there was no legitimate reason for Ms. Carlson to have brought her case in

the Superior Court of New Jersey, on July 8,2016, Mr. Ailes removed the case to the United
States District Court for the District of New Jersey (the "New Jersey Federal Action"), based on

diversity

of

citizenship, as Ms. Carlson resides

in

Connecticut while Mr. Ailes's primary

residence is in New York. Also, on July 8, 2016, Mr. Ailes filed a motion in the District of New
Jersey

to compel the arbitration of Ms. Carlson's claims befoie a three-member panel of the

AAA in New York City,

7.

as required

by her Agreement.

Because this Court has the authority

to compel arbitration in New York City

under the Federal Arbitration Act (whereas the District Court of New Jersey might only possess
the authority to compel arbitration in New Jersey), Mr. Ailes is today withdrawing the motion to
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compel arbitration filed last Friday in the New Jersey Federal Action, and files his Petition with

this Court pursuant to $ 4 of the Federal Arbitration

Act.

The Petition requests this Court to

order that Ms. Carlson's Complaint be arbitrated in New York City in accordance with the rules

of the

AAA. At the same time, Mr. Ailes is filing in the District Court in New

Jersey, a motion

to transfer the New Jersey Federal Action to this Court where it may be consolidated with this
Petition or, in the alternative, staying the New Jersey Federal Action pending the disposition of
this Petition.

THE PARTIES

8,

Petitioner Ailes is an individual with his principal residence in the State of New

York, where he has residences in Garrison, New York and Manhattan, and therefore is a citizen
of New York. He is the Chairman and Chief Executive Ofhcer of Fox News.

9.

Respondent Carlson is a Connecticut citizen who was employed by Fox News in

Manhattan.

10. At all relevant times, Fox News employed

Ms. Carlson at its headquarters in

Manhattan. Moreover, the decision not to renew Ms. Carlson's Agreement and to end her
employment relationship with Fox News was mâde in Manhattan.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

11.

This Court has jurisdiction over the Petition pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1332(aX1)

because complete diversity

of

citizenship exists among the parties, and the amount in

controversy exceeds $75,000.00, exclusive
compensatory damages, including damages

of interest and costs, as Ms.
for lost compensation,

Carlson

damages

to

damage to reputation, pain and suffering damages, and damages for mental anguish.
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that her Agreement expired last month, Ms. Carlson's salary was

in

excess

of $1 million

annually.

12.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1391(b)(1) as Mr. Ailes is

domiciled in New

York.

Venue is also proper in the Southem District under 28 U.S.C.

$

1391(bX2) as the events of which Ms. Carlson complains are alleged to have occurred in

Manhattan. Finally, venue is proper in the Southern District because the written arbitration
agreement provides for binding arbitration in New York, New York.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

13.

In June 2013, Ms. Carlson

entered into her Agreement with Fox

News. It

contains an arbitration provision which required her to arbitrate in New York City all claims
arising out of or relating to her employment with Fox News.

14.

The Agreement expired on June23,2016, and Ms. Carlson's employment ended

at that time.

15,

On July 6,2016, Ms. Carlson filed a Complaint against Mr. Ailes in the Superior

Court of New Jersey.

16.

On July 8, 2016, Mr. Ailes's counsel accepted service of the Summons and

Complaint. On the same day, Mr. Ailes removed the Complaint to the United States District
Court for the District of New Jersey, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1446, based on the existence of
diversity j urisdiction.

17.

The Complaint alleges that Mr. Ailes's conduct toward Ms. Carlson in the Fox

News workplace during her employment violated the NYCHRL. The single'count Complaint
sets forth retaliation, discrimination and hostile environment employment claims under the

NYCHRL.
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18.

The claims pleaded in the Complaint arise out of or are related to Ms. Carlson's

employrrent with Fox News.

19.

By the plain terms of the arbitration provision in the Agreement and applicable

law, the claims in the Complaint must be brought before a mutually selected three-member
arbitration panel and held in New York City in accordance with the rules of the AAA.

20,

Because Ms. Carlson's claims should have been brought

in the District of New

Jersey

is not proper

pursuant

in arbitration, and venue

to 28 U.S.C. $ 1391, Mr. Ailes is

contemporaneously withdrawing his motion to compel arbitration pending in the United States

District Court for the District of New Jersey and filing a motion to transfer the case pending
there to this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1a06(a), to be consolidated with this Petition.

FIRST CLAIM
(Order Compelling Arbitration Pursuant to 9 U.S.C. $ 4)

2I.

Petitioner Ailes repeats and realleges the allegations set forth

in

Paragraphs

1

through 20 above as if fully set forth herein.

22,

The Agreement is a valid and enforceable contract.

23.

Ms. Carlson voluntarily agreed to the terms of the Agreement, including

the

arbitration provision.

24.

All of the claims brought by Ms. Carlson in the Complaint fall within the scope of

the arbitration provision, which requires that any and all claims arising out of or relating to Ms.
Carlson's employment at Fox News be decided by mandatory arbitration at the AAA in New

York City.

25.

Although Mr. Ailes is not a signatory of the Agreement, Ms. Carlson's claims in

the Complaint must be arbitrated, as the Second Circuit Court of Appeals has held that
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employee cannot avoid an arbitration agreement with her employer with a tactical strategy of
suing only an executive of that employer in court. The law in the Third Circuit is the same.

26,

Ms. Carlson brought the Complaint in contravention of the arbitration provision

of the Agreement.

27.

Pursuant to Section 4 of the Federal Arbitration Act,9 U,S.C. $ 4, this Court has

authority to compel Respondent to arbitrate all claims brought in the Complaint.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Petitioner Ailes demands judgment as follows:

l,

That the Court issue an Order, pursuant to Section 4 of the Federal Arbitration Act,

compelling the arbitration of all claims in the Complaint before a mutually selected three-member

arbitration panel and held in New York City in accordance with the rules of the American
Arbitration'Association,

as

well

as any and

all other claims that could be brought against Mr. Ailes

that arise out of or relate to Respondent's employment at Fox News.

2.

That the Court grant any other relief in favor of Mr. Ailes that

it

deems

just

propef.
Dated: July 15,2076

Respectfully submitted,
EPSTEIN BECKER & GREEN, P.C.

QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART
& SULLNAN, LLP

/s/ David V/. Garland
Ronald M. Green
David W. Garland
Barry Asen
250 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10177
Telephone: (212) 351 -4500

John B. Quinn
Qtro hac vice motion forthcoming)

Attorneys
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PRELIMINARY STATBMENT
In June 2013,Iìespondent Gretchen Carlson, a well-known cable television news

anchor

employed by the Fox News Network, LLC ("Fox News") in Manhattan, entered into a multi-million

dollar, three-year employment agreement (the "Agreement") with Fox News that contained

an

arbitration provision. In pertinentpart, the arbitration provision provides:

Any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement or
Performer's [Ms. Carlson's] employment shall be brought before a mutually
selected three-member arbitration panel and held in New York City in
accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration Association ["AAA"] then
in effect. ,.. Such arbitration, all filings, evidence and testimony connected with
the arbitration, and all relevant allegations and events leading up to the
arbitration, shall be held in strict confidence.
(See

Exhibit A, page 12, attachedto the accompanying Petition).

Ignoring the Agreement's binding arbitration provision, Ms. Carlson last week filed

a

Complaint in New .Iersey Superior Court, Bergen County, asserting claims arising out of and relating

to her employment at Fox News. The Complaint alleges that during her employment, Petitioner
Roger Ailes, Fox News' Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, sexually harassed her, discriminated
against her, and retaliated against her by not renewing her Agreement, purportedly because she had

rebuffed his alleged advances and complained. The Complaint pleads only an alleged violation of
the New York City Human Rights Law, N.Y.C. Adm. Code $ 8-107 (not New Jersey

law).

(The

Complaint is attached as Exhibit B to the Petition)'r

Ms. Carlson not only improperly filed her public Complaint in the New Jersey Superior
Court, as opposed to filing

it with the AAA,

she has repeatedly violated her contidentiality

obligation so that she, her counsel, and their public relations firm (aptly-named Ripp Media) could

vilify Mr. Ailes publicly, try this case in the newspapers, on-line and on television,

and coerce him

I The Cornplaint was removed from New Jersey Superior Court to the District Court for the District of New
Jersey based on diversity of citizenship. (See Petition lf 12)
1
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to settle. Ms. Carlson's counsel has been on a non-stop tour of major media outlets ever

since,

making one non-privileged statement after another: articles quoting the Complaint and/or Ms'
Carlson or her counsel's outrageous comments have appeared

in

The New York Times, The Wall

Street Journal, The Washington Post, The New York Daily News, People Magazine, Politico, Daily
Beast, The Holtywood Reporter, New York Magazine, among others. Moreover, as further evidence

of Ms. Carlson's and her counsel's

intentional violation

of the Agreement's

conf,tdentiality

provision, they did not reach out to Mr. Ailes before filing the Complaint in the Superior Courl.
Instead, they struck without warning and blasted their salacious allegations to the media immediately
upon hling.

In

a transparent attempt

to evade the Agreement and her contractual commitment to arbitrate,

Ms. Carlson named only Mr. Ailes as a defendant in her Superior Court action, rather than naming
Fox News as

well. At the. same time, however,

she could not avoid identifying Mr. Ailes in her

Complaint by his corporate title, 'othe Chairman and CEO of Fox News." (See Petition Ex. B at fl 3).

Such gamesmanship did not permit Ms. Carlson

to ignore her

contractual obligations,

file

in

Superior Court, and publicly engage in a smear campaign against Mr. Ailes. Her lead counsel, an
experienced New Jersey plaintiff-side employment lawyer, knows better. As addressecl below, both

Second Circuit and Third Circuit law squarely hold that an employee cannot avoid a binding
arbitration agreement with her employer by merely naming her employer's cotporate officer (such

as

Chairman and CEO Ailes) as the defendant.

For these reasons and those that follow, Petitioner Ailes respectfully requests that this Court
compel the arbitration of Ms. Carlson's claims at the AAA in Manhattan pursuant to the explicit
terms of the Agreement and stay all further proceedings in this Court.2

2

Mr. Ailes's motion to compel arbitration filed in the U.S. District Courl for tlie District of New Jersey
bee¡ withdrawn. Ms. Carlson had not responded to the motion at the tirne that it was withdrawn.
2
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ARGUMENT

THIS COURT SHOULD COMPEL ARBITRATION IN
WITH MS. CARLSON'S EMPLOYMENT
AGREEMENT AND SHOULD STAY ALL FURTHER

ACCORDANCE

.IUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS.

A.

Federal Law Requires That Arbitration Provisions Be Enforced.
Section 2

of the Federal Arbitration

Act, 9 U.S.C. $ 2 (the "FAA"), states lhat a contract

provision "evidencing a transaction involving commerce to settle by arbitration a controversy
thereafter arising out of such contract or transaction
save upon such grounds as exist at law or

... shall be valid, irrevocable

and enforceable

in equity for the revocation of any contract." Gilmer

v.

Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 24-25 (1991); see Circuit City Stores, Inc. v, Adams,
s32 U.S. 105, 109 (2001).

The FAA, $ 4, provides that a "party aggrieved by the alleged failure, neglect or refusal of
another to arbitrate under a written agreement for arbitration may petition any United States district

court, which save for such agreement, would have jurisdiction . . . for an order directing that such

arbitration proceed

in the

manner provided

for in such agreement."

(emphasis added) See

Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, lnc.,473 U.S. 614, 619 n'3 (1985)'

The FAA further provides that when a party files a judicial complaint in violation of an
agreement to arbitrate, a federal district court shall stay all judicial proceedings and direct the parties

to proceedto arbitration. Gilmer,500 U.S. at25, citing 9 U.S.C. $$ 3 and

4;

see also Deanl4/itter

Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd,470 U.S. 213,219 (1985).

Tlre Supreme Court has long instructed thaÍ" arbitration is strongly favored as a matter of
policy and that any ambiguities in the scope of an arbitration clause should be resolved in favor of

arbitration. Moses H. Cone Memorial Hosp. v. Mercury Constr. Corp.,460 U.S. 1,24-25 (1983)'
o'unless
Thus, a court must compel arbitration

it
J
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arbitration clause is not susceptible of an interpretation that covers the asserted dispute." AT&T
Techs., Inc. v. Commc'ns Lkorkers of Amer,, 475

B.

U'S' 643,650(1986).

Ms. Carlson's Arbitration Agreement Is Both Applicable and Enforceable.
The arbitration provision in the Agreement here expressly provides that "la]ny controversy,

claim or disp¡te arising out of or relating to this Agreement or Performer's [Ms. Carlson's]
employment shall be brought before a mutually selected three-member arbitration panel and held in

New York City in accordance with the American Arbitration Association then in effect." The
language of the Agreement could not be clearer: the Complaint, which on its face involves claims

arising out of and relating to Ms. Carlson's employment at Fox News, belongs at the AAA.
Courts uniformly reject Ms, Carlson's transparent tactical strategy of attempting to evade her

arbitration agreement by arguing that only the employer, and not the employer's executive, signed
the Agreement, and therefore the provision purported does not apply. For example, in Roby v. Corp.

of Lloyd's, where the plaintiffs argued that the arbitration agreement was not enforceable because
defendants' chairpersons were not parties

to it, the

Second Circuit rejected the argument and

instructed:

Courls in this and other circuits consistently have held that employees or
disclosed agents of an entity that is a party to an arbitration agreement are
protected by that agreement. We believe that this [naming of the
Chairsl is a distinction without a tegal difference. If it were
otherwise, it would be too easy to circumvent the agreements by naming
individuals as defendants instead of the entity Agents themselves.

Roby,996F.2d 1353, 1360 (2d Cir. 1993) (emphasis added); see also Campaniello Imports Ltd'

v.

saporiti ltalia s.p.A.,l 17 F. 3d 655, 668-69 (2d Cir. 1997); Marcus v. Frome,275 F. Supp. 2d 496,

4
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504-05 (S.D.N.Y. 2003).3 Naming Chairman and CEO Ailes as a defendant, and not Fox News, is
precisely such a "distinction without a difference."

The Third Circuit shares the Second Circuit's
principal

view. It

has directed that "[b]ecause

is bound under the terms of a valid arbitration clause, its

representatives are also covered under the terms

Pierce Fenner

a

agents, employees, and

of such agteements." Pritzker v. Meruill Lynch,

& Smith, Inc.,7 F.3d 1110, 1121-22 (3d Cir.

1993) (affirming the District Courl's

decision to compel arbitration). More recently, the Third Circuit reaffirmed its holding in Pritzker,

stating: "The Pritzker rule

-

that nonsignatory agents may invoke a valid arbitration agreement

entered into by their principal

-

is well-settled and supported by other decisions of this Court."

Tracinda Corp. v. DailmerChrysler AG, 502F,3d212,224 (3d Cfu. 2007)'
Likewise, the New York and New Jersey state courts reject the tactic of attempting to avoid

arbitration by suing a corporate officer, instead of the corporation

itself. In New York,

as the

Appellate Division, First Department explained and the New York Court of Appeals affirmed, the
"attempt to distinguish officer and directors from the corporation they represent for the purposes of
evading an arbitration provision is contrary to the established policy of this State." Hirschfield
Productions, Inc. v. Mirvish,218 A.D.2d 567,568 (1st Dep't 1995), aff'd,88 N.Y.2d 1054, 1056

(1996). And in Bleumer v. Parkway Ins. Co,277 NJ. Super. 378,408-13 (Law Div. 1994),the
plaintiff argued that he should be permitted to sue his employer's chief finanoial officer in court
because the chief financial officer was

employer. Relying on Pritzker

not a signatory to his arbitration agreement with his

and Roby, the

New Jersey court granted the defendants'motion to

compel arbitration and stayed any further proceedings in court. Id. at 4I3.

3 Complaints assefting violations of the New York City Human Rights Law, which are subject to arbitration
agreernents, but are filed in couft, are uniformly compellecl to arbitration. See, e.g., Thomas v. Public
Storage, lnc.,957 F. Supp. 2d 496,497 (S.D.N,Y. 2013),
5
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In sum, Ms. Carlson's ploy of filing against Mr. Ailes alone in the Superior Court of New
Jersey to

justify her

shameless publicity campaign should not be countenanced,

All

applicable law

requires that the Complaint be compelled to arbitration'

CONCLUSION
Ms. Carlson's attempt to game the system so as to avoid the arbitration provision for her
completely baseless allegations is contrary to law and unsupported by the facts. The arbitration
provision in the Agreement required Ms. Carlson to file her Complaint, which squarely relates to her
employment at Fox News, with the AAA in New York City. There is no legal basis upon which she
can rightfully assert that she was entitled to sue Petitioner Ailes in court and sully his reputation in

public. Mr. Ailes's Petition to compel arbitration and stay all judicial proceedings should be granted
in all respects.
Dated: July 15,2016

Respectfully submitted,

EPSTEiN BECKER & GREEN, P.C.

QUINN EMANUEL URQUHART
& SULLIVAN, LLP

/s/ l)avid W. Garland
Ronald M. Green
David V/. Garland
Barry Asen
250 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10177
Telephone: (212) 351 -4500

John B. Quinn Qtro hac vice molion forthcoming)
Susan R. Estrich Qtro hac vice motion forthcoming)

Attorneys

James R. Asperger
865 S. nigueìoa St., 1Oth Floor

Los Angeles, California 90017
Telephone: (213) 443-3000

for Petitioner
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.~

1211 Avenue of the Americas, 2nd Floor•
(Vew Yerk, New Yorlc 1003b

3uue ~9, 2013
mss. Gretche~3 Cazlsom
c/o CMG TaZez~t ,A,gency LLC
5th ~VS~in Str~~t, 5t~ie X625
White Pla:i_c~s, New Y'ox~C 106Q6
,A,tten~ioz~: Ms. Sharon Ck~az~g
Tear Ms. Caz~saz~:
The follawi~ng, wb~a~. sX~.ned by Gzetcheil Carlson ("Pez-former") azad Fox News ~Tetwor~
L.Q.C. ~"Fox"), ~oget~ex ~v~ith the Staz~daxd Terms a~zd Co~dxtions and 'T~.E fox News Bx~ployee
Handi~ook, attached hereto as Ez~hibits A and B res~ectiveZy, and made a p~z~ ~ae~eaf ~y ~~.~s
reference ~collective~y hereafter tie "A,greement"), wi~~ eoz~stitute the uz~derstanding between tine
parties re~~t~ve to Performer's ez~p~oyment ~s a~, anchor/ca-az~c~ar, bast/co-host (~iz~cluding
occasxo~a~ substitute-anckzoz~ost on Progzams, at Fox's zequest, ftom #izxxe to t~zxz~ during the

Term), occasional genez~X asszg~iment news zeporter, news correspondent, azzd ~z~ any other ze~ated
c~z~-air t ap~ci€~ as Foz~ may require itz~ cox~zlection with ~e ~'ox Nerivs Chaxunel, t1~e Fo:~ Bnsia~ess

~tetwor~, ~e~s progra~zas, ~.ews services, xnterzret services, x~eur~ feeds, ne~,~+s mag~~ine programs,

el~ctzon s~eeiais, public affaiz~~ pzogxaams, dacuzzz~ntaxies, radio pzogx'arns, special probt'ams,
program series, ar o~~Zer programm.~iz~~ pzoduced, in w~ZO~e or in pant, by Pox or by az~y a~ xts
affiliated cvna~a~xes. ,AJ.~ of fhe ~rogra~z~ing descz~bed ~n the precedi►z~g sentence is ~ezeiur~after
callectavely ze~ezzed ~o as the "pro~.rams."

S~~2V~C~S: Perfa.~~~zez will be based iz~ k~Tew Yox~ Czty and will rendex her sen{ic~,s
hereuz~dex to the best o~ Pez~ozxner's ab~lxties, and in accoz~dance wirlx Fox's sc~Zeduli~ end
pr~dt~ction rep{airezz~ents, as subject at alI tz~.es to Fox's direction and co~atzo~. ~3eginning on €~z'
about SepY~mber 26, 2013 (o~ tk~e date Pez£ozrner begins ar~ehozi~ng the dayt~m~ Prograru re£ezez~c:zc~
in this ~aragrapiz 1), Perfarn~.eX's primary serv~ees will 6e a~ a so~.o anchor of a zegularly scl~edu~e~3
Frograzn` wk~zc~ w~11 air live N~oz~days through. Fridays between nooa and 4~~. Eastern T~z~tP.
~ietv~ee~ ~uzze Lea 2013 i.e. tk~e s~a~t of the ~'exm hereof az~d September ~ 6, 20 3 (or tae d~t~;
Perfor~ez begins amc~aring tk~e da3~tirne Programs r~ferer~ced ~zz tk~is paragxa~~Z 1.), Per~o~ez~ shill
c;o.n~ic~c►e to ca-host "fox and. Fz~ex~.ds" unless k'ox and Per£ozx~zer agree otherwise.
1.

'~'E~~vi: The tezzz~ ("Term") o~ this A~reezx~.extt shall cazx~x~ez~ce on June 23, 2013
2.
anc~ shall continue ~vx three consecutive years tkaxough and vacZudi~.g June 23, 203.6, unless sooner
te~t~iz~ated ~s herein provided. Each one-year period a~ tie Teriz~ is soxz~etimes also ze~erred to as
Cozztxaet Year.

~`o~. a~~3 Pe~farmex s~al~ zxzutual~y ~gz'ee on t.~e txt~e of said kxogram whxc~, will cc~z~tair~
PerFornxer's name.
...

,

;.A:`N'E'W.".S'',Gb.R'`P:U.RATiO;N
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15.5 This A.gzee~ent eonstzt~ttE,s the entire a~zeezxa.e~at a~zd uz~dexstaz~c~ing be~veen

azzd it ~upexsed~s and replaces all ~na~r cvmmunic~tions, negotiarions a~a~ ag~eemez~ts,
wk~et~ez vuritte~, oz oxal. 'Z`~i.s Agreement car3not be c~a~ged, modified, amended or su~pleznez~ted,
e~ce~t xz~ a subsequent writing that contaazx~ tb.e bazzdwzitts~ signatures of the ~aztzes. Subsequent

~I1L' ~73~'~1e5>

e-rn~.ils with typed names az~d/oz szgaatuz~ blocks art not su~cie~~t fox ~uzpvses v~ changing,
z~zodi~yiz~g, azx~.ex~dxmg ox supplementing this Ag~eezz~ez~tJ.5.2. Each party has coopezated iz~ tie dza~ting ar~d preparation o£ this .Agreezz~e~tt.
fence, in any constructzon or ix~tez~zet~ti,an of this agreement, the see sha~~ not be construed
agaxz~st any party on the basis that tie ~aaxty was t}~e drafter.
15.3. Tlxis A,~zeezzxe~t s~a~ b~ governed according to ktxe laws o~ the State of New
York wi~ho~t regard to coz~lact o~ Xaws principles.
I~ the foregoing is in accvrdaaace vv~tb performer's understazzda~g, ~dz~d~y so ia~d~cate by
signing below.
Vezy tzuly youxs,
~'4~ NE«IS NETWORK L.L.C.

BY=
Title:

~~
~->`~`

Date:

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO:
-By:

RETCT~N CAR~,SD~T

Date Executed; ~ ~'°

~~

01/14/2014 TUE 18:53
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E~hi~zt A

STAND,~.RD '~`EI2MS AFiD CONA~O~t5
1: 11~.~L
1,3.. Un,~ess uaar~Ced persoz~a~ a~.d cox~fidez~~ia1, Fox may o~,en and a~swex xua~~
addressed to Pez~£ozziaez za~ating to the Pro,~ra~,s, provided that all such x~ax~ ~relat~g to Pez~or~ner or
intended ~oz~ Pezfozzz~ex, oz codes thereof, shall be turned over to Per£ornae~ wxtk~izx a. zeasoanable
Xe~gt~ o~ t~vae. ~erfor~ner sha1X tuz~ 4vez to ~'ox forthwith azzy mad. addressed to ~e~oraner relative
to tie Programs or the aperatzoaa o~ ~khe applicable Foy f~czlx~y.

2. EXCr.C)SIVI'I'Y
2.~. Pez~ormer's serv~.ces sba~~ be completely exchtsive to Fo~z, tiz~ess Otherwise

s~secifically set Earth. Accordiva~ly, dozing the Tez~m, Pez~£ozmer sha11not:
2.1.1. Reztde~ vier television sezv~ces o~ any type whatsoevez, wheth~z' ~xee, overcabJ:e
the-air, basic
oz` pay cable, ar
2.1.2. Ez~gab ~ az~.y activi`~y that would cc3z~,flict or interFere ~vvith the ~e~£ozz~oamce
c3~ ~e~0im8riS SEi"ViC~S ~iEx~U~.deF, OI ~vOi1~C.~ d~OxW~S~ ~?~ ~Ze)uCliCta~ ~O F03C~S E?ttSlTi£SS lI1~~TeS~5; or

2.1.3. k'e~mit or authorize t.~e use o~ Pe~oz~ner's red. or stage naxx~e, vozce, ~poxtrait,
~~ctare or likeness, or tie use o~ any endorseme~at oz testimonial in adv~;rtising or ~ubliciziz~.g any
~.s~itution~ product ax sezvxce; oz
2.x.4_ E~~ge iri any actxvxty w~aatsoever re~atirag to tb,e safe, advertising or
~razzxot~az~ a~ a~:y articles or materials used an the Prograxla.
2.2. Without ~mitt~g the generality oft an~~ u# the foregoing, during t~.e Tez~m,

Pez~az~aae~ will not, dizect~y oz i~d~xectIy:

2.2.1. have a~, i.~terest of 1°lo oz Foxe i~ a corporation, ~trrn, trixst ar assoc~ativn
wbac~, ks iz~ competition wxtJa ~oz~;
2.2.2. own oz .have any bene~iC~a~ izztexest ix~ any cc}mpany, business ox interest

where to do so w~11 conflict wz~b. floe full and ~aitJa£u~. ~ez`~orizla~ce of performer's duties ~a~ Fox,
speci~-~tcally zt~.cluding, without beitz.~g limited to, any companies which pzoduce az~d/az distribute
feature ax syzzdzcated ~ilr~.s, records, caztoons, radio or telev~szoz~ programs, or manage oz repzesezat
td~ezzt (vt~zer than conl~a~uies wk~as~ Stock is listed oz~ a na~iQn~1 sCoe~ e~ch~.z~ge); yr

D
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all claiar~s, damages, liabilities, costs az~d ez~pe~ses (ancZuding reasonable attorneys' £ens) az:ts~ag aut

of, axed ~~al~y dete
a.ed to have resulted from the sole, ~15~ W~~~~u~ Ox ~yR'05S~V ~eglzge,~t acts of
Fez~ormer in connection with (a} the use o~ a~.y Matezia~s not ~ec~ui~ed of Perfarzner, but fuzz~ished
by Performer hereunder, and/or the u.se of ax~~ ~atexza,~s not appxov~d in advance by Fox, (b) any
bzeae~Z o~ alleged bzeacb, by Pez-£ozx~~r of any warranty or ag~reernez~t z~ade by Pe~oz-~ex hereunder,
or (c) az~y act dose oz words spo~~n by Performer in connection wit~a the ~xoductxon, baroadcast or
dissex~.iz~atxoz~ of az~y ~zo~azz~s, provided same was nat approved by Foy ~z~ advazACe.
5.2. Fox shall sitx~azlaxly ~nde i£y and kzo~d Pezformer harmless from aid against a~,y anal
all claims, damabes, liabilities, costs az~d ex~ex~ses, ir~c~udir~g reasonable attorneys` fees, az~szz~g out
a~ the use o~ a~oy ~matezxa~s ~ir~is~.ed or approved by Fo:c in coz~z~ection with ~.e bzaadcast of any

Prograz~as.

5.3. Each patty wi11 give the UCher pxompl wzktte~u zzotice a~ a~,y such clau~YS and/or legal
praceedzr~gs and shall coopezate wxt~Z caeh other on all maters covered. 1~y thzs ~~xag~a~k~, tivh~eh
shall survi~~ tie ex~~ratzoz~ ox tez~oz~at~am ~f this Agreement.

s. ~N~ERrrTT xES~r~ltc~t(~NS:
Perfozxxaer shall zzot ~az#~.c~pa~te izy, oz publish a web log (i,e. a "blog"j, posh oz3. i~at~tz~et
z~aessage boazds oz elaat zooms, z~.ai~tain a website or pui~lish azxy other szx~oa~az coz~tez~t qn. the

~xatez~.et ax tbxoug~a az~y vt?aer ~orrn o~ communication ar new x3aedia (ivacZud~g iPods), whether
~zv~v ~~owz~ or hereafter devised, via personal cozn~uter, pexso~al ezxxait~, ~ztstant messenger,
Bla,ckberzy, PDAV, cellulaz t~~ephoue oz other wireless or online n~ethad, or azay ok~,ex metl~vd
whether now known or hereafter devised., without fox's parlor permission in each instaza.ce,
~totwithsEanding tie foregoing, ~'erformer shill be pezmitzed to ~a~tzcx~ate iz~ any we(~site whacla
its o~v~ed by Tie hiss t~rn.~rica organizia~ions, pzovi~c~ed sb.e gzves koz~ pzxoz notice of her
paz[icipation in each instance. This ~ara~ra~~ 6 does zav~ apply to any and all social rxzedxa w~x~ch
~'erformer uses in connection with her sexvzces £vz ~oz~, .including ~acebook, Twitter, Ixzstagsana,
etc,, and az~y otk~er social. z~a.ed~a approved ~y Fox, whether naw k~owz~ ar hereaftex devised.

7. A~RB~'~`RA.T~ON
Any coz~tzaversy, c~aixx~, o~ dkspute arising out of or relatiz~ to ~zs ~.~reement or Performer's
~mploylnent s1~a11 be bzoug~t be~oz~ a a~autually selected three-rnebnbex axbztxatzon ~a~acl and held in
New Xorls City in aeeard~nee with the xu~es o~ tie Ar,~erzean Arbitration Associat~oza tk~e~ xzz effect.
Tk~e arbitrators skull zssue a f~~ll written opinion setting forth the Xeasoz~s ~'oz' tb:eix decisions. Such
arbitratign, all filings, evzdenee amd testimony coz~.ected wxtk~ tie azbztzatxoz~, and all relevant
a}.Iegations az~d evezzts ~eadi.~g up to the arbitration, shall be held ~~, s~r~ct confidence. Judgx~zazzt
may be entezed Qx~ the axbi.~ra#ors' award in. any court havzz~, jtuisdiction; however, all papers ~t~ed
w~t~a tie court ~ith~r in support o~ ox i~a opposition to the arb~trataxs' decks~o~ shall be filed under
seal. Breach o~ coz~f~demtzality by any pare s~a1~1 be coxzszdezcd to be a material bre~c~a o~ tkzzs
A,gxeetx~ent

~z
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stake zz~z~,e, zec~orded voice, bzo~ra~~cal data, portrait, ~~c~.~ess andJor picture fox advertising
puzposcs azzd/oz~ puz~oses o~ trade in co~ectioxk with the Promrazxas aid in connection wztkZ k'o~'s
zzastit+~tioz~s, pzoducts aid services axed the zx~stitutzoz~s, pzodacts and sezvac.~s o~ any sponsor of t ae
Programs, ~zo~ided that ~,o such use sha11 coz~stxtute an endorse~emt ox t~st~znonial by Perfoz~xze~

fir any iz~stitutio~a, ~xaduct o~ service.
13. FARCE MATEUk2E
If Fox`s nor~til bus%~ess o~exations or khe ~:roduct~on or d~,ssemi~aatioz~ of Parograms is
rna~erially hampered ox otb;ezwxse interfered vv~th ~y xeasaz~ o~ az~ event of Force Ivlajeuze oz otb~z
dzszuptive evEnt which is beyond Fogy's control, t~ezz Fay shah have the z~gk~t upon zzotice t4
Perfozxx~er to suspe~ad the zenditioz~ of services by ~ex~ozmer and Fay shad have zoo QbligatiQn to day
Pez~o~,ez du~z~,g such force Majeure. ,As used herein "~`orce Iv~ajeuze" shall include but not be

~iznat~d to events beyond the corztxo~ a~ Foy, such. as a lat~oz.dzs~ute, strike, aces off` God (~z~c~udang
weather, governme~ta~ ac~.azx, zebJ,a~ions Ur c~eczees}. ~n ~e event of a Fozce Z1rZajeure which
coz~ti~u~s £oz 30 consecutive days, ~'v~z amd Performer shah eacJa have the right to tez~zx~ate this
,A~~reezx~ex~t u~fln 30 days poor written notzce tlaereo~ provided tie Fozce Ma~eure is sti11 in effect
upon the effective date of ter~zinatio~t. T~ upon receigt o£ Pex~ot~mer's notice ref tezzz~~atzo~ Fax
zesuzx~es ~~aym~nt of compensation to Pez~azxn.er, Performer's z~.ot~ce of termination shad be deemed
z~u~ and void, and this Agreement shah continue in full ~oz`ce aid effect as though Sao a~otzee of
texmimatzom dad beep ~vea. A "Foz'ce ~ajeure" event does z~at z~.ean solely an econoz~aic or
~rzaz~cial downturn in the business o~ Foy.
14.

PERFQRFVIER INCAPAC'~TX

Subject to staz~dazd fax emplc~yzz~ez~t pa~~czes, including wzthout ~~zi~~tatzon policies
xegazd~z~g sh~z't teem ~.d tong term disabi~xty (x~ ~erfor~ner opts ~oz ~az~g tez7m disability), if
~ezfoz~zxzez zs pzeve~atad £toz~~. or ,t~at~rially intez~exed zoo, tb~,e rendition o~ sezvxces for ~vvo consecutive
weeks or four weeks i~ the agbz'egate in any Co~.tzact 'Sear, by reason o~ ~1z~ess, p~y~ic:a1 ar nieaital
disability or alteration in Pez~ozx~ez's a~p~earance or i~zz~pazz~acmt af' voice or athe~ cause which
would ~al~e Perfo~ner's failure to re~adex ser~ces excusable at haw, Fax shall have no ob~zgatzo~ of
payxnex~t k~ezeundez except that Fox shall day Pe~azmez Paz u~ to two weeds duz~tlg each Contract
Year.

~5. GENERAL
I5.1. This .AgXeez~er~t is non-ass~~ab~e by performer ~d az~y pux~orted assigr~nent
by ParforFner shah be void. 'his Agreement skza~,l zzzure to the bex~e~it o~ ~o~'s successors,
assibmees, anc3 A-ffil.iate~, and Fox az~d az~y subsequent assi~z~ee may fxeely assign this .A,g~ee~e~at,
x~ w~;o~e or in part, to any party, p~avzded that such party assu~oaes az~d agrees in writizag to keel and
perforrx~ a~1 0~ the ez~ecutoxy ob~~ga~ions of ~o~ k~ezeunder. As used ~~ t~.i.s ,~g►-eexnent, the tez~n.
",~£i.~iate" shall rnea~ any co~paz~y coz~trol.~zng, controlled by ox under common. contrvJ. w~itl~ Fax.

I~
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Roger Ailes: Gretchen Carlson Lawsuit "Retaliation" For "Network's
Decision Not To Renew Her Contract"
By Lisa de Moraes on Ju16, 2oi6 4:08 pm

Associated Press
Fox News boss Roger Ailes has issued a statement saying claims against him made by former Fox News Channel host
Grethen Carlson are untrue. This morning, his former on-air host filed a lawsuit against him claiming he gave her the hook
after she refused his sexual advances. His statement:
"Gretchen Carlson's allegations are false. This is a retaliatory suit for the network's decision not to renew her contract,
which was due to the fact that her disappointingly low ratings were dragging down the afternoon lineup. When Fox News
did not commence any negotiations to renew her contract, Ms. Carlson became aware that her career with the network was
likely over and conveniently began to pursue a lawsuit. Ironically, FOX News provided her with more on-air opportunities
over her ii year tenure than any other employer in the industry, for which she thanked me in her recent book. This
defamatory lawsuit is not only offensive, it is wholly without merit and will be defended vigorously."
A.iles statement came around the same time Fox News parent list Century Fox issued a statement saying it has launched
an internal review of Carlson's allegations. Both statements came about six hours after word broke Carlson had filed a
lawsuit against Ailes, in which she also made allegations about her former Fox &Friends co-host Steve Doocy. "The
Company has seen the allegations against Mr. Ailes and Mr. Doocy," list Century Fox said in the statement. "We take
these matters seriously. While we have full confidence in Mr. Ailes and Mr. Doocy, who have served the company
brilliantly for over two decades, we have commenced an internal review of the matter."
In June, Carlson's Real Story clocked i86K news demo viewers, to CNN's i9oK in the same timeslot with Newsroom.
Among overall viewers Carlson's i.22M whomped CNN's ~89K.

This article was printed from http://deadline.com/2oi6/off/roger-ailes-gretchen-Carlson-lawsuit-statement-falseretaliation-contract-low-ratings-i2oi~834i2/
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Former model alleges Roger Ailes took out his genitals and told her
to perform oral sex as SIX women come forward with harassment
claims in wake of Gretchen Carlson suit
• Six ~nromen have come forward claiming they were sexually harassed by Roger Ailes including two who were
teenagers at the time
• Only two of the women revealed their names with the other four choosing to keep their identity a secret
These six incidents all happened before Ailes took over as CEO of Fox News in 1996
• Ailes and his legal team filed papers in federal court Friday arguing that Gretchen Carlson was in breach of contract
when she filed her lawsuit
• They are asking that the case be moved to arbitration, citing an 'arbitration provision' in Carlson's 'multi-million
dollar employment agreement'
• The former Miss America, 50, alleges that she was fired after 11 years with the network when she refused to sleep
with Ailes
• The network's parent company, 21st Century Fox, said that it has 'full confidence' in Ailes, but has 'commenced an
internal review'
By Chris Sparpo For Dailvmail.com
Published: 10:08 EST, 9 July 2016 ~ Updated: 15:19 EST, 9 July 2016

Gretchen Carlson is not alone in her allegations of sexual harassment against Roger Ailes as six women have now come fornrard claiming the Fox News
CEO made unwanted sexual advances towards them, including some who were only teenagers at the time.
Daily Intelligencer spoke with the women about their alleged encounters with Ailes, four of whom decided to withhold their names citing shame and fear
of retribution as their reasons for not revealing their identity.
Three of the women were models at the time of alleged incident, one was a N producer, one was a media consultant and one was a Republican
National Committee field adviser.
Scroll down for video
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Fmng back Roger Ailes (left) and his legal team filed papers in federal court Friday
arguing that Gretchen Carlson (right) was in breach of contract when she filed her
lawsuit
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Claim: The popular host of The Real Story with Gretchen Carlson (above with Miss
America 2015 Kira Kazantsev in 2014) filed a complaint on Wednesday alleging that she
was let go after 11 years with the network for refusing to sleep with Ailes

One of the models, whose name has been withheld, claims that she met Ailes on the set of The Mike Douglas Show in 1967 when she went to try and
get awalk-on part. Ailes was the executive producer of the program at the time.
She alleges that she arrived late in the evening as they were closing up and Ailes took her to his office and locked the door.
'He reclined on a couch in a seating area under a map that had flags of ali the cities they were syndicated in,' said the woman, identified as Susan.
'He proceeded to pull down his pants and very gingerly pull out his genitals and said, "Kiss them." And they were red like raw hamburger.'
Susan, now 66, claims she refused his offer and ran around the office until Ailes'finally pulled up his trousers.' He then allegedly pulled out a tape
recorder and said: 'Don't tell anybody about this. I've got it all on tape.'
'I think he knew I was sixteen,' said Susan.
Barry Asen of Epstein, Becker and Green, who is representing Ailes, said in a statement: 'It has become obvious that Ms. Carlson and her lawyer are
desperately attempting to litigate this in the press because they have no legal case to argue.
'The latest allegations, all 30 to 50 years old, are false.'
The accusations made by these women also all occurred well before Ailes was at Fox News.
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Sharing her story: Kelly Boyle (above) alleges that Roger Ailes made unwanted sexual
advances towards her in 1989 when she was 29
_..
_..
__

Kellie Boyle claims that Ailes propositioned her back in 1989 when she was 29 after her husband, who worked at CNBC, introduced the pair.
After that first meeting Boyle, now 54, claims that Ailes invited her to his office in New York City and then out to dinner in Washington DC when the two
realized they would be in the capitol at the same time.
It was after that dinner that Boyle claims Ailes propositioned her, allegedly implying that if she went along it would be a benefit to her career.
Boyle claims she was with Ailes' in his car when he said to her: 'You know if you want to play with the big boys, you have to lay with the big boys.'
He then allegedly began listing women he had been with, referring to the women who are with men in the media and politics worlds as their friend'.
Boyle claims she then asked: 'Would I have to be friends with anybody else?'
Ailes allegedly responded by saying: 'Well you might have to give a blowjob every once in a while.'
When she told him she would have to think about, Ailes allegedly said: 'No, if you don't do it now, you know that means you won't.'
Boyle said that Ailes called her a few days later and asked: 'Have you changed your mind yet?'
That is when she claims she told Ailes how much she loved her husband and was committed to their relationship.
She did not hear from him again but claims that later on ahigh-ranking friend in the Republican National Committee said: 'Word went out you weren't to
be hired.'
Marsha Callahan was another model who claims she met Ailes around 1967 while doing an episode of The Mike Douglas.
'I recall very clearly, he said he'd put me on the show but I needed to go to bed with him,' said Callahan.
'I was a really shy girl, but I was a little cheeky so I said, "Oh yeah, you and who else?"And he said, "Only me and a few of my select friends."'
Callahan, now 73, claims she eventually turned him down, and that he later ignored her when they saw one another in passing on set.
Jane was an actress hoping to break into broadcasting when she met Ailes in 1982 at the age of 30 she claims, going to his office to tape an audition
segment with him.
He then allegedly locked the door and made Jane, now 62, change her clothes.
'He pulled out a garter belt and stockings and told me to put them on. I was very nervous; I didn't know what to do,' claims Jane.
'He was standing there and I put them on. He wanted me to model them for him.
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'After that, something sexual took place, but I blocked it out of my mind. I don't know if I engaged with him orally or he engaged with himself.
'I felt l was being used for his sexual satisfaction. ifelt very threatened.'.
Diane, a 69-year-old media consultant who is withholding her name, also claims that she met Ailes when she and some friends from her modelling
agency were sent down to audition for a spot on The Mike Douglas Show in 1965 or 66 when she was still a teenager.
The girls were taken in one at a time to speak with Ailes claims Diane.
'When my turn came I went in and he didn't waste any time. He grabbed me and had his hands on me and he forced me to kiss him,' claims Diane.
'When I recoiled he said, "Well, you know no girls get a job here unless they're cooperative." I just pushed him away and ran out of there.'
Pat, a 65-year-old former TV producer, said she met Ailes in 1975 during an interview at his Central Park South apartment.
'I don't remember his exact words, but his message was: If you want to make it in New York City in the N business, you're going to have to fuck me,
and you're going to do that with anyone I tell you to,' claims Pat of her interview with Ailes.
'I was afraid he was going to pin me down. He was a big guy and I'rri not big at all. He could- have overpowered me. I remember running out of that
apartment like my hair was on fire and standing on the sidewalk crying, thinking, "What's that guy think I was, a prostitute?"'
Carlson filed a complaint in the Superior Court of New Jersey on Wednesday alleging that she was let go on June 23 after 11 years with the network for
refusing to sleep with Ailes.
Carlson wrote in her court filing about a conversation she had with Ailes last September in which he allegedly said to her: 'I think you and I should have
had a sexual relationship a long time ago and then you'd be good and better and I'd be good and better.'
Ailes has denied her claims.
Carlson's lawyers said in a statement on Saturday shortly after the article about these women was published: 'Yesterday in a statement to the press
("litigating in the press"), an Ailes spokesperson challenged Gretchen's lawyers to come forward with other victims of Ailes' sexual harassment to speak
on the record.
'Today, six brave women voluntarily spoke out to New York Magazine detailing their traumatic sexual harassment by Ailes. We are hearing from others.
'Then, Barry Asen, Ailes' lawyer, accused Gretchen of "litigating in the press" and, without any investigation, within 3 hours, claimed that the allegations
are false. How does he know that?
'Women have the right to speak out -- whether Ailes likes it or not --even about trauma they endured years ago and that haunts them to this day. Calling
these women liars because they chose to speak out is despicable. Bullying and threats will not silence these brave women.'

Thy r wn wlurc ~t allcg_dly happened: Three t~f ttie six women who caii~ : (_~rward claim
they received Ailes' unwanted sexual advances while at The Mike Douglas Show
___
_

Ailes and his lawyers claim that Carlson was in breach of her contract when she made the decision to publicly file a sexual harassment suit against her
former Fox News boss, and are hoping to have the case moved to arbitration.
In court documents filed late Friday in the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey, Ailes' legal team points to a clause in the 'multimiliion dollar employment agreement' that Carlson signed in 2013 which contained an 'arbitration provision.'
That actual clause is included in the filing and states: 'Any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement or Performer's
[Plaintiff's] employment shall be brought before a mutually selected three-member arbitration panel and held in New York City in accordance with the
rules of the American Arbitration Association ["AAA"] then in effect.'
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It then further stipulates: 'Such arbitration, all filings, evidence and testimony connected with the arbitration, and ali relevant allegations and events
leading up to the arbitration, shall be held in strict confidence.'
The filing also takes direct aim at Carlson and her legal team, accusing Carlson of attempting to try the case in the press,
'Plaintiff improperly filed her public Complaint with the Superior Court, as opposed to filing it with the AAA and adhering to her contractually-required
confidentiality obligation, so that her counsel could tar Mr. Ailes's reputation publicly, try this case in the media press, and coerce him to settle,' reads the
filing submitted by Ailes' attorney.
The filing goes on to say about Carlson's legal team: 'Plaintiffs counsel has been on a non-stop tour of major media outlets ever since, making one false
and defamatory statement after another.'
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Memo: Days after their meeting Ailes sent a memo to head of programming Bill Shine
about giving Carlson 'another chance'

Asen, who filed the documents on Friday, said in a statement: 'Gretchen Carlson had an arbitration clause in her contract, stating that any employment
dispute regarding her employment at Fox News must be done via confidential arbitration.
'Because Ms. Carlson's lawsuit violated the arbitration clause, a motion was filed in federal court to have the case arbitrated. The federal court is the
proper court to decide the motion because Ms. Carison's primary residence is in Connecticut and Mr. Ailes' primary residence is in New York.'
Nancy Erika Smith and Martin Hyman, who are representing Carlson in the case, also released a statement on Friday after this most recent filing in the
case.
'Roger Ailes is trying to force this case into a secret arbitration proceeding. Gretchen never agreed to arbitrate anything with Mr. Ailes and the contract
on which he relies does not mention him and is not signed by him,' they said in a statement.
'Gretchen intends to fight for her right to a public jury trial, a right protected by the discrimination laws and our Constitution. It is disturbing that the head
of a large media company would try to silence the press and hide from the public a matter of such importance.'
The filing came one day after Fox News released four personal notes that Carlson wrote to Ailes in the months after she alleges he asked her to sleep
with him, including one just days after that meeting.
In the notes Carlson pleads with Ailes to be given more air time and for the chance to fill in for hosts Megyn Kelly and Greta Van Susteren on their
programs.
'I'd love to stay at Fox &show you everything that I can do,' wrote Carlson in a letter sent on September 21, just after she alleges Ailes propositioned
her.
She then suggested that she and Fox News correspondent Biil Hemmer do a 7pm show for the network.
On November 11, she sent Ailes a note after Fox Business Network hosted the Republican debate, writing: 'Maybe for the next debate you could
incorporate my experience, smarts &wit - on stage - or doing the FoxNews.com analysis after.'
She closed the note by writing: 'I know I wouldn't let you down.'
In her October 9 letter to Ailes, Carlson broached the subject of filling in for other hosts on the network, writing: 'I hope you'll reconsider me filling in for
Greta or Megyn. Last [night] Sandra Smith filled in for MK. Why not me?'
She signed the note with a smiley face.
A few weeks later, on October 27, she sent Ailes to let him know she would be appearing in front of Congress, closing pout the letter by writing: 'I have a
waiting list for high level staff to come see me which is unprecedented. Thanks as always for your support.'
Days after their meeting Ailes also sent a memo to head of programming Bill Shine about giving Carlson 'another chance,' and to look into having her
back on The O'Reilly Factor, the network's highest rated show.
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Put me in: On November 11, she sent Ailes a note (above) after Fox Business Network
hosted the Republican debate, writing: 'Maybe for the next debate you could incorporate
my experience, smarts & wiY

'He's the Bill Cosby of media,' Smith told Daily Intelligencer.
'My office is being deluged with calls and website contacts from women. I don't even have a count anymore ... Women as young as 16 who said he
demanded oral sex.
'Another said during an interview that he said, "Take off her bra." She was devastated.'
A FOX News spokesperson responded to this by saying: 'This is a new low even for Gretchen and her opportunistic publicity hound lawyer - there's
absolutely no truth to this latest anonymous accusation.'
Van Susteren also came to Ailes' defense in an interview with People, saying: 'Of course, the first thing that occurred to me is that, unfortunately, we
have a disgruntled employee, a colleague.
She went on to say: 'I read that her show wasn't being renewed and , being a lawyer, I thought she got angry. I deal with Roger Ailes often. I've often
been alone with Roger Ailes in his office over the course of 15 years and I've never seen anything like what I'm reading about in the papers and the
magazine.'
Van Susteren also said 'most people, man or woman, would give anything to have had the air time [Carlson] had on Fox &Friends,' adding that her
move to the network's afternoon lineup to host her show was a 'huge promotion.'
Kiran Chetry, a former Fox news anchor, also commented on her relationship with Ailes in a Facebook post, saying: 'Over the years at Fox, I met with
Roger Ailes one-on-one many times and never once did Roger ever make me feel uncomfortable or put forth any sexual advances.
'I can't speak for Gretchen since I wasn't in the room obviously but I will tell you that I never felt uncomfortable around Roger Ailes.
'And thaYs the reason I'm speaking out. Because I think this Situation points to a larger issue --which is that there are very real instances where people
are or feel sexually propositioned or intimidated by those in positions of power and are too afraid to speak out.
'That is a fact. The flip-side is whenever someone is accused of sexually harassing or intimidating someone who works under them, they are as good as
dead reputation- wise.'
She closed by writing: 'Even though our parting was ugly and public, largely because of miscommunications and middle-men, I would never use this
situation to settle a score.'
Former Westchester County district attorney and Fox News contributor Jeanine Pirro also spoke highly of Ailes in an interview with People, saying he
was a 'delight to be around.
'When I started working for him, it was a little different. It was a little more distant because he was running Fox,' said Pirro, who knew Ailes for over a
decade prior to working for the network.
'He always had a smile on his face and always was a delight. I'm a huge fan of Roger Ailes, not just in terms of his personality and the man I never
thought I would work for, but more than that. I think he's a giant.
'I think he's does stuff in media that people said he couldn't. I have tremendous admiration for him.'
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Question: Carlson want~-d tr, I<n w why Sandra Smith (left in 2007) filled in for Kelly (right
in May) during her absence over her
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~oo~l tit'. Carl, ~n also ❑ -,kcd forthe chance to fill in for Van Susterr n (above in 2006) in
one letter

Team: Carlson suggested in one note that she and Fox News correspondent Bill Hemmer
(above in April) do a 7pm show for the network

Carlson's lawyers revealed on Thursday they planned to subpoena Judith Regan to testify in their lawsuit. The former Harper Collins executive sued
News Corp. in 2007 for $100miilion after claiming a senior executive at the company asked her to lie to federal investigators.
Regan did not respond to a request for comment from DailyMail.com about this news.
Meanwhile, 21st Century Fox, the network's parent company, responded to Carlson's complaint on Wednesday saying in a statement: 'While we have
full confidence in Mr. Ailes and Mr. Doocy, who have served the company brilliantly for over two decades, we have commenced an internal review of the
matter.'
The Huffinpton Post spoke with Fox News insiders who made damaging claims about Ailes, with one employee alleging: 'He always brags to people
about how he doesn't do polling or testing when he chooses his on-air talent. He told me that if he was thinking of hiring a woman, he'd ask himself if he
would f""" her, and if he would, then he'd hire her to be on-camera.'
A contributor at the network meanwhile alleged that Ailes once asked her to 'turn around so he can see my a"~.'
And a third individual said they were not surprised when they learned that Carlson had filed her suit.
'We thought it would happen after she was taken off of Fox &Friends,' said the Fox News source.
'She kept quiet because Roger gave her the afternoon show, but everyone at Fox knew it was eventually coming. He hated her and would tell people
that she was "a crazy, vindictive b`~"."'
Ailes has himself admitted to hiring at least one women based on her looks, saying in a 2011 interview of his decision to bring Sarah Palin on as a Fox
News commentator: 'I hired Sarah Palin because she was hot and got ratings.'
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He also said in a 1994 interview with Don Imus that Mary Matalin and Jane Wallace, who were the co-hosts of Equal Time on CNBC at the time, were
'girls who if you went into a bar around seven, you wouldn't pay. a lot of attention, but get to be tens around closing time.'
Ailes was president of CNBC at the time, and would one year later be at Fox News:
Ailes responded to Carlson's claims with a statement released on Wednesday that said: 'Gretchen Carlson's allegations are false. This is a retaliatory
suit for the network's decision not to renew her contract, which was due to the fact that her disappointingly low ratings were dragging down the afternoon
lineup.
'When Fox News did not commence any negotiations to renew her contract, Ms. Carlson became aware that her career with the network was likely over
and conveniently began to pursue a lawsuit. Ironically, FOX News provided her with more on-air opportunities over her 11 year tenure than any other
employer in the industry, for which she thanked me in her recent book.
'This defamatory lawsuit is not only offensive, it is wholly without merit and will be defended vigorously.'
Carlson's lawyers issued a response to this on Thursday morning, saying in a statement: 'Riles' claim that Gretchen Carlson was terminated because of
bad ratings is demonstrably false.
'The publicly available ratings confirm the allegation in the Complaint that at the time of her termination Gretchen's total viewership was up 33% year to
date and up 23% in the key demographic.
'After her firing from Fox and Friends for complaining about discrimination, Gretchen was moved to a challenging time slot and denied support and
promotion. Despite this, she succeeded and was the number one cable news show in her time slot in total viewers.
'Regarding Riles' claims that Gretchen's allegations are false, we challenge him to deny, under oath, that he made the statements attributed to him in the
Complaint.
'Finally, Riles does not allow his employees to speak to the press or publish anything without prior approval. Gretchen was chastised for answering a
question from a hometown newspaper about her favorite Minnesota State Fair food. In her book Gretchen told her story while trying to keep herjob knowing that Riles had to approve what she said.'
Fox News responded to this by pointing out that The Real Story was beat by CNN in the month of June in the all-important 25-54 demographic, and that
the show has actually gone up in viewers since Carison's departure last month.
The network also said that the increase in viewers from last year was the result of the current election cycle, and that all programs are up from 12
months ago.
Furthermore, the network stated that Nielsen Ratings show that Carlson had less viewers than Kelly after taking over her time slot in 2013 while Fox &
Friends increased its viewership when Elizabeth Hasselbeck took over for Carlson.

Shooting star Carlson was crowned Miss America in 1989 (above) during the annual
event in Atlantic City, New Jersey
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Memories: Carlson posted a photo on Instagram of her trip to Disney (above) after
winning the Miss America crown

Carlson posted on Facebook Wednesday morning: 'As you may have heard, I am no longer with Fox News. I value your support and friendship,
especially now, so please stay in touch with me.'
Carlson claims in her complaint that Ailes called her a 'man hater' and accused her of wanting to 'show up the boys' when she complained about what
she alleges was diminishing treatment and 'pervasive sexual harassment' by her Fox &Friends co-host Steve Doocy.
Doocy also 'created a hostile work environment by regularly treating her in a sexist and condescending way, including by putting his hand on her and
pulling down her arm to shush her during a live telecast,' claims the complaint.
These complaints about Doocy are why she was fired from the marquee show in 2013 and placed as the host of her own afternoon show, claims
Carlson in her complaint.
Carlson, 50, alleges that her compensation was decreased at this time as well by the network.
The spot was open at the time because Ailes had made the decision to move Megyn Kelly from that afternoon slot to the 9pm hour, following the
network's highest rated program, The O'Reilly Factor.
Elisabeth Hasselbeck was then brought on to join Doocy and Brian Kilmeade on Fox &Friends.
'We believe that the evidence will confirm that Gretchen was fired from Fox &Friends for speaking up about demeaning and discriminatory behavior on
and off the set,' said Nancy Erika Smith of Smith Mullin PC, who is representing Carlson.
ROGER AILES' STATEMENT
'Gretchen Carlson's allegations are false. This is a retaliatory suit for the network's decision not to renew her contract, which was due to the fact that her
disappointingly low ratings were dragging down the afternoon lineup. When Fox News did not commence any negotiations to renew her contract, Ms.
Carlson became aware that her career with the network was likely over and conveniently began to pursue a lawsuit. Ironically, FOX News provided her
with more on-air opportunities over her 11 year tenure than any other employer in the industry, for which she thanked me in her recent book. This
defamatory lawsuit is not only offensive, it is wholly without merit and will be defended vigorously.'
GRETCHEN CARLSON'S RESPONSE
'Riles' claim that Gretchen Carlson was terminated because of bad ratings is demonstrably false. The publicly available ratings confirm the allegation in
the Complaint that at the time of her termination Gretchen's total viewership was up 33% year to date and up 23% in the key demographic. After her
firing from Fox and Friends for complaining about discrimination, Gretchen was moved to a challenging time slot and denied support and promotion.
Despite this, she succeeded and was the number one cable news show in her time slot in total viewers. Regarding Riles' claims that Gretchen's
allegations are false, we challenge him to deny, under oath, that he made the statements attributed to him in the Complaint.'
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Carlson also included a list of comments she claims Ailes made to her at the workplace in her complaint.
'Ogling Carlson in his office

asking herto turn- around so he could`view her posterior,' reads one grievance in the complaint:

In another instance Carlson alleges in her complaint that Ailes asked her how she felt about him before stating: 'Do you understand what I'm saying to
you?'
Carlson also claims in her complaint that Ailes once told people at an event that he likes to stay seated when women greet him so they have to 'bend
over' to say hello.
The Fox News CEO also called Carlson 'sexy' but'too much hard work' and said he had 'slept with three former Miss Americas but never her according
to the complaint.
Carlson was crowned Miss America in 1989.
Gabriel Sherman wrote in his unauthorized biography of Ailes that he once said of Carlson's win: 'It must not have been a good year.'
Carlson states in her complaint that Ailes also denied her various opportunities that were afforded to other Fox News hosts.'
These include: 'reducing her compensation'; 'severely curtailing her appearances as a guest commentator'; blocking her from appearing as a substitute
host; 'refusing to assign her to cover high-visibility events'; 'refusing to give her social media, public relations, and advertising support'; 'shunning,
ostracizing and humiliating her, both publicly and privately" and then ultimately 'decreeing that her contract not be renewed,' claims the complaint.
Carlson is requesting compensation for her mental anguish and punitive damages in her suit, and asking for a jury trial.
'By and through his creation of a discriminator, hostile and harassing work environment, his demands for sexual favors, and his retaliation against
Carlson for her objections to discrimination and retaliation, Ailes has violated the New York City Human Rights Law,' reads the complaint, which was
filed in the Superior Court of New Jersey.
Carlson lives in Connecticut and Fox News headquarters are in Manhattan, but Ailes lives in Cresskill, New Jersey.
Carlson said in a statement on Wednesday: 'I have strived to empower women and girls throughout my entire career.
'Although this was a difficult step to take, I had to stand up for myself and speak out for all women and the next generation of women in the workplace.
'I am extremely proud of my accomplishments at Fox News and for keeping our loyal viewers engaged and informed on events and news topics of the
day.'

Relationship: Ailes has been married to Elizabeth Tilson (above in January 2015) since
1998 and the couple has one child
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Love of her life: Carlson is married to baseball agent Casey Close (above in 2010) and the
couple have two children

Ailes, 76, was named CEO of Fox News in 1996, and in 2005 Rupert Murdoch named him Chairman of the Fox Television Stations Group. He has been
married to Elizabeth Tilson since 1998 and the couple has one child.
He allegedly stated that marriage was 'boring,' 'hard,' and 'not much fun' according to claims made by Carlson in her complaint.
Carlson meanwhile is married to baseball agent Casey Close and the couple have two children.
Close has represented some of the biggest stars in baseball, most notably Derek Jeter, who he worked with during his entire professional career.
Carlson joined Fox News in 2006 after six years working for CBS, and spent seven years on Fox &Friends.
She began hosting her own afternoon program in September of 2013, where she remained until being fired last month.
In 2015 she released a memoir, Getting Real, detailing her early struggles and career as a journalist.
In that book she wrote about first meeting Ailes, and the excitement she felt at the time joining the network.
'He saw something in me that he liked — what he called my "killer instinct." He once noted that I would stop at nothing to do the job. He got me,' wrote
Carlson.
'Over the years I've come to value our time together. He encourages me to be myself, to relax and to not try so hard to look smart. "People know you're
smart," he says.
'He was also the first person to urge me to talk about being Miss America. CBS had taken the reference off my resume and I had come to see it —
unfortunately — as not especially good for my credibility.
'Roger insisted people wanted to hear about Miss America from time to time, and that was certainly a pleasant shock.'
That book was released three months before the alleged conversation between Ailes and Carlson that she details in her complaint.
Carlson also revealed in an interview on her former Fox &Friends co-host Brian Kiimeade's radio show in 2013 that she was not allowed to wear pants
while hosting the popular morning program.
After walking into the room to sit down for the interview the first thing Carlson said was: 'Nobody's going to recognize me because not only am I dressed
casually, I have on pants! Now, pants were not allowed on Fox &Friends, remember?'
Her comment came one year after Kilmeade joked about the Fox News hiring process on his show by saying: 'It was actually - we go to the Victoria's
Secret catalog and we said, 'Can any of these people talk?' And they all could and they all went to college.'
Kilmeade also once caused Carlson to storm off the set of Fox &Friends when he said: 'Women are everywhere. We're letting them play golf and tennis
now.'
He later claimed he was only joking, and Carlson, who was met with boos as she walked away, was laughing as she told him while she left: 'You know
what? You read the headlines, since men are so great. Go ahead.'
Kilmeade later said on the program after Carlson returned that he is 'pretty much not sexist.'
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Replacements: Elizabeth Hasselbeck (left in June 2015) took over for Carlson on Fox 8.
Friends and Kimberly Guilfoyle (right in April) has been doing The Real Story
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Allegation: Carlson also accuses her former Fox &Friends co-host Steve Doocy (above
in 2013 with Brian Kilmeade on right) ofpervasive sexual harassment in her complaint

Carlson wrote about her past experiences with sexual harassment in a piece for Huffington Post last June, just three months before her alleged
conversation with Ailes.
'Most professional women i know have experienced sexual harassment. So have I - a few times - and I never talked about it until now. If that seems
surprising, it shouldn't be, writes Carlson at the beginning of her essay.
'I've always considered myself a strong woman, not afraid to stand up for myself, but in the face of sexual harassment I was silent. As the issue takes a
prominent place in the headlines today, I sometimes feel guilty about my trepidation.
'Perhaps I could have moved the conversation forward if I had come forth.'
She then went on to detail three instances in which she was allegedly harassed by a male early in her career.
Carlson then wrote: 'To be honest, if a young professional woman were to ask my advice about what to do if she were sexually harassed, I might
hesitate. Its well and good to say, 'Expose the harassers,' but even with laws and HR departments, we're unfortunately not at a place where we can say
absolutely that a woman who is harassed will be protected from repercussions if she tells.
'Those repercussions aren't just the obvious trauma of being publicly involved in a scandal. They can be more insidious — an aura of doubt about her
reliability, her stability and her toughness that could have an impact on her career growth.
'No wonder most women just prefer to move on and not tell.'
Kimberly Guilfoyle hosted Carison's show, The Real Story, on Tuesday on Fox News.

Comments (155)
Share what you think
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Fox News Chief Roger Ailes Polishing Spin Amid Dizzying
Harassment Allegations
By Lisa de Moraes 3 hours ago
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~~t'

REX/Shutterstock/Fox News
After a bombshell lawsuit filed last week by Gretchen Carlson was closely followed by a New York Magazine expose in
which more women detailed their own lurid allegations against Fox News chief Roder Ailes spanning decades, the master
of message manipulation is now fighting to retain control over his Fox News empire. But with Carlson's lawyer happily
announcing, "Someone suggested he's the Bill Cosby of media" and media coverage now racing in that direction, can Ailes
survive?
It won't be for lack of trying. The spin mastery of the man who famously media-consulted Republican presidents Richard
Nixon, Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush could well determine whether the Murdochs keep him on at a time when
CNN is enjoying a Jeff Zucker-led, political-election-cycle-fueled ratings resurgence. It's playing out dramatically as both
the Republican and Democratic National Conventions are fast approaching. Fox News reps are spinning up a storm,
connecting female network talent anxious to tell their pro-Ades testimonials with scoop-hungry media outlets. This
supplements his attempt to keep former FNC host Carlson's lawsuit out of the public glare of a courtroom and instead in
the private chambers of an arbitrator, claiming the lawsuit filed last week is a breach of her contract.

Since former Fox News Channel host Carlson filed that lawsuit in New Jersev Superior Court alleging Ailes sacked her
after she rebuffed his se~tal advances, Greta Van Susteren, Maria Bartiromo and the others have said in these interviews
that Ailes never se~ally harassed them, and described him variously as a great boss, a champion of women, and a "father
figure." Jeanine Pirro, Kimberly Guilfoyle, Martha MacCallum, Harris Faulkner, Sandra Smith, Mercedes Colvin, and
Ainsley Earhardt, as well as former FNC talent Elisabeth Hasselbeck and Kiran Chetry, have contributed glowing stories
to the We Stand With Roger pile-on.
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Carlson responded today with an interview on the front page of the New York Times business section, in which she showed
off her three silver bracelets engraved with the words "Carpe diem," "Brave," and "Fearless." In the long article's other bit
of breaking news, Carlson claimed Ailes never brought up ratings weakness in any discussions, and that she was not told
about it when she was let go. "It was cold and calculating," she told NY'T of the meeting in June when she was informed
her contract would not be renewed. "It took 3o seconds, there was no, `Thank you for your service of it years,' and there
was absolutely no discussion of ratings."
Ailes has dismissed Carlson's lawsuit, calling it "a retaliatory suit for the network's decision not to renew her contract
which was due to the fact that her disappointingly low ratings were dragging doti~n the afternoon lineup." (Nielsen ratings
out yesterday for the week Carlson's suit was filed, show her 2 PM program clocking its best weekly ratings ever.) Ailes
took Carlson off Fox &Friends in 2oi3, giving her her own program in the 2 PM time slot that Megyn Kelly had used as a
springboard to primetime fame. Carlson's contract was not renewed when it expired last month.
Ailes' feisty litigate-in-the-press campaign has, to date, notably lacked a character reference from Kelly, the reigning queen
of Fox News. But the sheer volume is impressive and the on-air wagon-circling could give pause to Rupert Murdoch's sons,
James and Lachlan, who run Fox News parent list Century Fox, what with Fox News being list Century Fox's biggest
profit driver. The message to the Murdochs is clear: Roger Ailes is Fox News.
The corporation so far has only issued a statement, late last Wednesday, saying it would conduct an internal investigation
of the situation. Both Murdoch sons, reported to benon-fans of Ailes, have asked an outside attorney to investigate the
claims.
Until the August iruling on Ailes' arbitration argument, the wagon-circling will continue and more talent interviews (read:
click bait) served up to traffic-obsessed media; in some cases Ailes has eve~i co-opted outlets not typically kind to him.
With the audience delivery of such outlets as People, New York Times, Huffington Post, The Daily Beast, and the trades,
Ailes's female-fan chorus has been heard loud and clear, without his once having to use his own network's airwaves, which
might be frowned upon by whoever is conducting that list Century Fox investigation. In fact, since Carlson's attorneys
filed her lawsuit there has been virtually no mention of it on Fox News Channel, except for a brief report by Shep Smith the
day after the filing, and another brief mention by Fox News' media expert Howard Kurtz on his show that Sunday.
Bret Baier last night joined those publicly expressing su~ort for Ailes, telling CBS' Late Show host Stephen Colbert,
"These headlines are foreign to me," and "the RogerIknow is somebody who has been amazing to me," while noting he's
worked at FNC for nearly two decades.
And similarly, FNC's biggest star Bill O'Reilly, who is booked for NBC's Late Night this evening, is expected to take and
answer questions on Ailes. O'Reilly has not weighed in on Carlson's claims to date. But FNC's Sean Hannity and Brit Hume
worked overtime when news of the lawsuit broke, tweeting about Carlson's "BS:"
z ~~~~ Sean Hannity `~
@seanhannity

~ Fouow f

Brian talk to the hundreds of woman at Fox that I talked to this

week both on air and off. They say it all BS
twitter.com/brianstelter/s...
2:48 PM - 9 Jul 2016
" 125

299
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Here's another suggestion. Why didn't she quit &sue instead of
suing only after she got fired? twitter.com/brianstelter/s...
2:29 PM - 7 Jul 2016 ~ Warrenton, VA, United States
~- 71
__

206
_

_

__

Meanwhile, Carlson's camp is giving Ailes quite a run. Over the weekend, Ailes attorneys found themselves having to deny
new allegations made against their client —this time by women who had contacted Carlson's attorneys when the suit was
filed, and subsequently were interviewed by NYMag's Gabriel Sherman. Six women, two of whom spoke on the record,
detailed concupiscent claims of alleged sexual harassment in the late '8os and late 6o's, before Ailes launched Fox News
Channel. Entirely not coincidentally, Sherman is author of The Loudest Voice In The Room: How The Brilliant, Bombastic
RogerAiles Built Fox News —And Divided A Country, the unauthorized and highly controversial 2014 book blasted by
Fox News. It includes more seal harassment allegations, including TV producer Randi Harrison's claim Ailes offered to
hike her paycheck by $ioo in the '8os, in exchange for on-demand sex with him.
In a statement, Ailes' attorney scolded Carlson and her lawyers for "desperately attempting to litigate this in the press
because they have no legal case to argue." But Carlson's attorneys, who had previously said they studied Sherman's book
before filing the lawsuit, outmaneuvered the exec, deftly shooting back: "Yesterday in a statement to the press ("litigating
in the press"), an Riles spokesperson challenged Gretchen's lawyers to come forward with other victims of Riles' sexual
harassment to speak on the record. Today, six brave women voluntarily spoke out to New York Magazine detailing their
traumatic sexual harassment by Riles. We are hearing from others...~vVomen have the right to speak out — whether Riles
likes it or not —even about trauma they endured years ago and that haunts them to this day. Calling these women liars
because they chose to speak out is despicable. Bullying and threats will not silence these brave women."
It's that kind of carefully crafted post-Cosby era rhetoric that had many media pundits giving Carlson's camp the early
advantage in this slug-fest with Riles. Carlson, said one media observer, "struck hard and fast" and caught Riles "flatfooted."Another put their money on Carlson, "by virtue of her suit bringing out other allegations," noting, "Everyone loves
apace„
"Her team has played a very smart hand for keeping this in the press," said yet another TV news pundit, noting Carlson
attorney's follow to various Riles moves. "Each day, Carlson's camp has a new angle."
"You have to wonder how long they've been planning this," mulled that pundit. That one's easy: "Months ago," Carlson's
attorney, Nancy Erika Smith recently told Marie Claire, adding, "It was long before we knew that she was going to be
terminated."
It's hard to tell at this point which side is winning in the court of public opinion, and the story still is young. But one
industry sage advised Riles he's still catching up. Carlson "had the advantage of surprise and a head start."
This article was printed from http://deadline.com/2oi6/off/fox-news-chief-roger-ailes-polishing-spin-amid-dizzyingharassment-allegations-i2oi~85314/
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'Are you wearing any panties? I wish
you weren't': Allegations pile up
against Fox boss Roger Ailes
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OX NEWS DOSS RO9~C AIDS ISI1't gaing dawn withauk
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a fight — bu[ ik daes appear

',

that he has a massive fight on his hands.
New York Magazine's Gabriel Sherman is out with a new report claiming thak "at least
three° fanner Fax News anchors are claiming they've been harassed by Ades.
"One former rising star at the network has said thafi. Aitcs approached her during a
barbecue at Fax c~ Friends host Steve' Doacy's house in New JEarsey white she was
bauncin~ on a Yrampolirie with children and said, 'Are you wearing any panties? I wish
you weren't,"' Sherman writes. "Another recently deparCed i=nx host has claimed Aites
made her turn around in his office to show him her figure."
And that's not att: More women who worked with Aites during his career as a daytime
7V exec have come forward to corroborate other women's stories of sexual
harassment. A 67-year-old farmer model who worked an The (tennis Whaley Show in
the '60s, for instance, claims that when she was just 19, "Ades asked her to li~C up her
skirt and lie facedown on a bed at the Sheraton Gibson Hotel in Cincirmati."

Pro-LGBT group hilariously trolls GOP —
billboard of Trump and Cruz kissing
erected outside RNC
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Feds fear domestic terror at conventions:
'We have to be concerned about things
getting out of hand'
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Update, 7:28 p.m. EST: Fox News respanded to the
reporC in a statement emaited to The Raw Story.
"GaUe Sherman continues to conduct a baseless smear
campaign in concert with Gretchen Cartson's lawyer,"
Lhe statement read. "Carlson's contract was not
renewed because she was a failure with the audience.

WATCH: Black man flips Fox News the
bird during report from Trump Tower
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Here are 5 disturbing things you should
know about Trump's likely VP pick Mike
Pence
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